




Innovation – Technology – Design
Our company mantra, Innovation—Technology—Design, perfectly describes what you can expect from 
SCOTT products. We are pleased to present the 2011 Bike product line in which we have introduced a fully 
re-designed Scale in both 26” and 29” versions as well as the Genius LT, a bike that truly redefines All-
Mountain again by extending the travel and lowering expected weight in this category. We’ve also added 
the Plasma3 Time Trial/Triathlon bike developed with SCOTT Aerodynamic Science and two-time Ironman 
World Champion Normann Stadler.

We at SCOTT enjoy riding and the cycling lifestyle. The time we spend using our own products inspires us 
to continue producing the best bicycles, accessories, cycling footwear, and apparel in the world. From head 
to toe, we have you covered.

In this 2011 catalogue, we’d like to share our latest product innovations and technologies, and demonstrate 
that SCOTT has bikes for all occasions. More importantly, we’d like to encourage you to go out and enjoy 
riding your bike. 
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Scott has the right bike for any kind of biking pre-

ference or riding style.  All of our men’s, women’s 

and juniors’ bikes are fine-tuned to meet the 

highest technology standards and come in unique 

designs. Segmentation shows you the five main 

types of bikes we offer: Mountain, Road, Hybrid, 

Contessa and Junior. From racing and touring to 

downhill riding, there is something for everyone. 

Whatever the category, your dream bicycle is in 

our catalog. 

After looking at the plethora of choices, we re-

commend you check out our website 

www.scott-sports.com The Dealer Locator is easy 

to use and will help you find your dream bike at 

the Scott bike dealer nearest to you. Have fun.

The lightest racing bike on the mar-
ket. World Champion Nino Schurter 
swears by it. Light, rigid, responsive 
and comfortable to ride thanks to 
the Shock Damping System (SDS).

The racing machine from Mark Ca-
vendish. IMP3 carbon technology 
makes it light, and its high rigidity 
and powerful sprint responsiveness 
make the Addict frames stand out.

The Spark feels good on fast, curvy 
and bumpy trails. The TwinLoc 
System guarantees firm suspension 
with a choice of travel settings at 
0/80/110 mm.

Lightweight, rigidity and comfort 
all rolled into one. The rear Shock 
Damping System (SDS) ensures 
riding comfort and performance for 
leisurely weekend touring as well as 
riding up mountain passes.

Your companion for weekend 
touring and marathon racing. The 
TwinLoc System offers versatile 
travel settings at 0/95/150 mm. 
A lightweight bike makes for big 
riding fun.

Lightweight, hydroformed 6061 
aluminum frames offer outstanding 
ride comfort and performance at 
a reasonable price. Agile with a 
trendy design, this road racer gua-
rantees many hours of adventure in 
the saddle.
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The All-Mountain category has 
been redefined. The TwinLoc Travel 
Adjustment Lever (0/110/185 mm) 
and the bike’s overall light weight 
make climbing hills easier than ever. 
And downhill? No problem.

Normann Stadler and the entire 
Commerzbank Team trust it. Pro-
bably the most beautiful and aero-
dynamic triathlon bike ever made. 
Plasma, your key to qualifying for 
Ironman Hawaii.

A lightweight and nimble free-ride, 
park and slopestyle bike. Deep 
bottom bracket, short wheel base, 
adjustable shocks and replaceable 
dropouts (IDS). Get your dream 
bike.

Electric drive or human power. The 
SUB brings its colors and coolness 
to liven up gray city life. Install 
the  Urban-kit, our rack and fender 
system, and you are ready to carry 
anything.

Team Scott11 is the World Cup in 
a bike. Super stiff, outstanding 
directional stability, ferociously 
fast. Adjustable steering angle and 
replaceable dropouts (IDS).

For Sunday rides and shorter 
touring. In addition to standard 
models, the SCOTT/Bosch electric 
drive gets you where you want to 
go fast.  Urban-kit and other acces-
sories sold separately.

The complete Voltage line is ideal 
for both road and dirt. Durable 
frames, cool designs and reasona-
ble prices. Including guaranteed 
air-time.

For touring or racing. Scott‘s women‘s optimized bikes have something to 
meet every women‘s riding preference. Because comfort, quality and perfor-
mance are equally important for women.

Hydroformed, elegantly designed 
6061 aluminum frame — that’s As-
pect. It’s a unique bike for this price 
range. Get ready to enjoy weekend 
touring and cool trails.

The lightest cross bike on the 
market. Like the Addict road racer, 
the IMP3 carbon frame guarantees 
minimal weight and high rigidity. 
Well-equipped for any kind of race.

The stars of tomorrow can find 
something to their liking from 
any style of bike listed for adults. 
Whether it’s Timo‘s dirt jump bike, 
a magical Contessa, a fast Spark or 
a BMX, it‘s all there.
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SUNSET RIDE 
IN DAVOS

Ripping his own way

Team Manager SCOTT-Swiss-
power MTB Racing Team 

After a rainy day, 
SCOTT11 team clothing

Team Manager SCOTT11, 
keep on smiling Claudio!

Air time on Scott’s backyard
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BEN WALKER

end of a day
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899gramS 
of exCellenCe

Photo: Marius Maasewerd, EGO-Promotion

NiNo Schurter
XC World Cup Val di Sole 2010 / 1st Place

featuring SDS - Shock Damping System

Weighing less than 899 grams, the Scale is 

the lightest MTB carbon frame ever produced.

World Champion Nino Schurter has a brand 

new race weapon. The Carbon Experts took 

the lightest bike on earth and made it lighter, 

and better. A totally redesigned frame fea-

turing IMP3, tapered head tube, SDS enginee-

red compliant stays and PFBB30 for maximum 

power transfer all below 899 grams. Take the 

shortcut to the podium and ride the Scale.
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899gramS 
of exCellenCe

Scale 899
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How THe reCorD 
lIgHTweIgHT Came aboUT.
The Carbon Experts at SCOTT have done it again. The redesigned Scale, at under 899 grams, and all new carbon 

Scale 29er, at under 949 grams, are the lightest bikes in their classes.

It took a team of SCOTT engineers, product managers, and designers two years to develop the new Scales. With 

the input of XC World Champion Nino Schurter, teammate Florian Vogel, and mountain bike legend Thomas 

Frischknecht, it was decided that the new Scale design should focus on light weight, rigidity, and comfort.

Drawing upon Addict, Spark, and CR1 designs, IMP3 carbon technology was implemented to create a lighter and 

better handling Scale. A tapered headtube seamlessly mated to an oversized downtube adds steering precision, 

a lowered bottom bracket lends cornering confidence, and the SDS rear triangle provides unmatched comfort. 

*A 10 mm deeper bottom bracket (310 mm), 10 mm long top tube (585 mm horizontal) and 5 mm higher head 

tube (110 mm) are figures that reflect the pure racing bike. *all figures based on frame size M.

The Scale product line is broad and offers something for every riding style and any budget, from the top model 

Scale 899 to Scale 80. The line includes 12 complete models — seven carbon and five aluminum. The Scale 29“ 

Collection offers five complete models (two carbon, three aluminum).

10 moUnTaInSCALE



XC World Champion Nino Schurter asked SCOTT 
engineers to prioritize comfort and compliance in 
developing the new Scale.“In racing, the cyclist‘s only 
chance to rest is during a descent. Because the cyclist 
does not sit in the saddle, rather stands on the bike, it 
is critical to have the comfort zone in the back of the 
bike,” noted Schurter. His comments highlighted the 
need to engineer comfort into the frame rather than 
the seatpost.

The SDS System noticeably absorbs irritating 
vibrations and slight bumps and fulfills its purposes 
perfectly,“ comments Nino Schurter.

The Scale benefits from the Shock Damping System 
developed for the CR1. SDS minimizes high frequency 
input from the ground. To achieve a shock damping 
effect without losing performance, SCOTT optimizes 
the balance between vertical compliance and lateral 
stiffness in the rear triangle. 

•Vertical compliance correlates directly to how 
smoothly the bike rides. By offering maximized 
vertical compliance, SDS will minimize vibrations 
transmitted by ground shock, maximizing stability 
and increasing comfort.

•Lateral stiffness correlates to responsiveness during 
sprinting, acceleration, and climbing. 

The new Scale dispels the myth that a light bike 
cannot be stiff. Due to a targeted layup structure in 
high stress areas, the use of the PFBB30/PFBB92 
standards, and the incorporation of a tapered head 
tube, SCOTT has achieved results in proportion to 
weight that have not previoulsy been attained. 

Comparison of the old Scale vs. the new Scale
Steering area  Stiffness + 10%
Bottom bracket  Stiffness + 15%
Bottom bracket  Stiffness + 10%

We always measure and test all our frames in our 
laboratories. The accrued data base has been used 
to validate the computer analyses, which were key 
in optimizing the new Scale by:

-reducing maximum material stress 
-mitigating stress concentrations
-evaluating stiffness and deformation

Finite Elements Analysis (FEA) is effectively uti-
lized to reproduce laboratory testing allowing us to 
maintain our standards of light weight and stiffness.

Using IMP carbon technology enables us to 
eliminate excess material needed in earlier 
tube-to-tube construction, saving considerab-
le weight throughout the frame. 

The IMP3 front triangle saves 35 grams by 
constructing the top, head and down tubes 
as a single piece.

The SDS chainstays and seatstays 
are IMP constructed as single tubes 
with all carbon dropouts and Direct 
Postmount 160 to shed an additional 
25 grams.

By implementing PFBB30 standards, 
bonded alloy pieces are no longer 
utilized to install threaded bottom 
brackets, saving 30 grams of frame 
weight.

The integrated seat clamp eliminates the 
collar and saves another 16 grams.

an exCellent 899 gramsSDS – Shock Damping System

Stiffness

olD SCale new SCale

olD SCale

new SCale

*Scale 899 Prototype NOT FOR SALE
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Scale rC 8.7kG | 19.16LBS

Ridden by 
World Champion 
Nino Schurter

Scale 899 7.48kG | 16.48LBS

Scale Premium 9kG | 19.82LBS
frame Scale carbon, HMX-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS shock dampening system, integrated seatclamp 899 grams
SUSPenSIon DT Swiss XR-100, air, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS SRAM XX, 20 speed, double chainring 42 / 28, Avid XX carbon disc brakes, Ritchey WCS carbon parts
wHeelS Ritchey WCS, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO kevlar tires, tubeless ready

frame Scale carbon, HMX-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. 
SDS shock dampening system, integrated seatclamp 899  grams
SUSPenSIon DT Swiss XRC 100 Race, full carbon, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS SRAM XX, 20 speed, double chainring 42 / 28, 
Avid XX World Cup carbon disc brakes
wHeelS DT Swiss XR-SL carbon, Schwalbe Furious Fred kevlar tires

frame Scale carbon, HMX-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS shock dampening system
SUSPenSIon Fox 32 F100 FIT, air, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS Shimano XTR, 30 speed, XTR XC disc brakes, Richtey WCS carbon parts
wHeelS DT Swiss Tricon S10-CL, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO kevlar tires, tubeless ready

12 moUnTaInSCALE
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For more info about Ritchey components, go to www.ritcheylogic.com.

[ SUPERLOGIC CARBON DISC CLINCHERS ]

LOGIC.®

IT’S IN OUR DNA.

The Art of High Performance

©2010 Ritchey International, Inc.©2010 Ritchey International, Inc.

Tubular version 
available : 1,204g / Set

High modulus UD carbon rims fit all  »

clincher mtb tires up to 2.35 width

28 hole front / rear; DT Revolution spokes »

SuperLogic Swiss-made cold forged  »

hubs, sealed bearings, 9mm or 
15mm front hub axle option

Centerlock disc mount with available  »

adapter for 6-bolt disc rotors

Hand built to  » 0.02mm true/round tolerance

New WCS titanium axle skewers »

Weight: 1,304g / set »

SuperLogic mountain wheels were ridden 
to Gold and Bronze podium positions at the 
2009 XC World Championships.



Scale 20 9.7kG | 21.37LBS

Scale 10 9.3kG | 20.48LBS

Photo: Gary Perkin 

florIan vogel
XC World Cup Champéry 2010 / 1st place

frame Scale carbon, HMF-
Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS 
shock dampening system
SUSPenSIon FOX 32 F100 
RL, air, 100mm travel, remote 
lockout 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT, 
30 speed, Avid Elixir R carbon 
disc brakes
wHeelS DT Swiss XR20, 
Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO 
kevlar tires, tubeless ready

frame Scale carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS 
shock dampening system
SUSPenSIon FOX 32 F100 RL, air, 100mm travel, 
remote lockout 
ComPonenTS SRAM XO, 20 speed, Avid XO carbon 
disc brakes, Ritchey WCS carbon parts
wHeelS DT Swiss XR10, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO 
kevlar tires, tubeless ready
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        1956 GRAM            1956 GRAM            1956 GRAM    
  PRECISION   
        1956 GRAM    
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        1956 GRAM    
        VICTORY
  PRECISION   
        VICTORY
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www.sram.com
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The very first 2X10 group in 
mountain biking, under 2000 

gram. With X-Glide technology 
chainrings - delivering the 

fastest front shifting.

Sram_Scott_10.indd   1 28.07.10   11:49



Scale 30 10kG | 22.03LBS Scale 40 11kG | 24.23LBS

Scale 35 10.4kG | 22.91LBS

frame Scale carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS shock dampening system
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Reba RL, air, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 30 speed, XT crankset, Avid Elixir R disc brakes
wHeelS DT Swiss XR30, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO kevlar tires

frame Scale alloy 6061, superlight custom butted tubing 
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Reba RL, air, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 30 speed, XT crankset, Avid Elixir 5 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Pro / Shimano FH-M525SL hubs, DT Swiss 445d rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron kevlar tires

frame Scale carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS shock dampening system
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Reba RL, air, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS SRAM X9 / X7, 30 speed, Shimano GS-M552 crankset, Avid Elixir 5 disc brakes
wHeelS DT Swiss XR30, Schwalbe Rocket Ron kevlar tires

16 moUnTaInSCALE



Scale 70 12.7kG | 27.97LBS Scale 80 12.7kG | 27.97LBS

Scale 50 11.3kG | 24.89LBS Scale 60 12kG | 26.43LBS

frame Scale alloy 6061, superlight custom butted tubing 
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Tora Tk, alloy steerer, 100mm travel, lockout, 
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / Deore, 27 speed, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Team / Shimano FH-RM65 hubs, Alex XC-44 rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

frame Scale alloy 6061, superlight custom butted tubing 
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCR LO, alloy steerer, 100mm travel, lockout, 
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / Alivio, 27 speed, Tektro Draco hydr. disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Team / SRAM MTH 306 hubs, Alex XC-44 rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

frame Scale alloy 6061, superlight custom butted tubing 
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Recon Gold Tk Solo Air, alloy steerer, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 30 speed, Shimano FC-M552 crankset, DT Swiss 445d rims, Shimano BR-M505 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Comp / Shimano FH-M595 hubs, DT Swiss 445d rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron kevlar tires

frame Scale alloy 6061, superlight custom butted tubing 
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Recon Silver Tk, alloy steerer, 100mm travel, remote lockout, 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 30 speed, Shimano FC-M552 crankset, Shimano BR-M445 brakes
wHeelS Scott Team / Shimano FH-RM65 hubs, Alex XC-44 rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

Second Color option

17



949gramS 
of excellence

Scale 29 rC 9.6kG | 21.15LBS
frame Scale carbon, HMX-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS shock dampening system, 949 grams
SUSPenSIon FOX 32 F29 FIT, air, 100mm travel, 15mm thru axle, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS SRAM XX, 20 speed, double chainring 42 / 28, Avid XX carbon disc brakes
wHeelS DT Swiss XR 29, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO kevlar tires, tubeless ready

The Scale 29 ‘r is the lightest carbon 29” 

hardtail in the world. The frame features the 

IMP3 carbon process, SDS engineered com-

pliant stays and a PF BB92 bottom bracket 

shell molded completely from carbon for 

unmatched power transfer, all below 949 

grams. If you want the lightest big wheeled 

bike available, choose Scale 29’r.

18 moUnTaInSCALE 29



Scale 29 Team 12.6kG | 27.75LBS Scale 29 Comp 13kG | 28.63LBS

Scale 29 Pro 10.8 kG | 23.79LBS Scale 29 elite 11.6kG | 25.55LBS

frame Scale alloy 6061, superlight custom butted tubing 
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Tora Tk, alloy steeer, 100mm travel, remote lockout
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / Deore, 27 speed, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Team / Shimano FH-M629 hubs, Alex XC-49 rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

frame Scale alloy 6061, superlight custom butted tubing 
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCR LO, alloy steerer, 100mm travel, remote lockout
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / Alivio, 27 speed, Tektro Draco hydr. disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Team / SRAM MTH 306 hubs, Alex XC-49 rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

frame Scale carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS shock dampening system
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Reba 29 RL, air, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS SRAM X9 / X7, 30 speed, Shimano GS-M552 crankset, Avid Elixir 5 disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Pro / DT-Swiss 370 hubs, DT Swiss 485d rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron kevlar tires

frame Scale alloy 6061, superlight custom butted tubing 
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Recon Gold Tk Solo Air, alloy steere, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 30 speed, Shimano FC-M552 crankset, Avid Elixir 3 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Comp / Shimano FH-M529 hubs, DT Swiss 485d rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron kevlar tires
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one lever 
ToTal ConTrol

Photo: Daniel Geiger

SCOTT’s patented TwinLoc technology offers simultaneous control of rear shock travel and fork lockout. 

The open position allows full travel, front and rear. One click switches the rear shock to Traction Mode, 

while the fork remains fully active. Click again and rear shock and fork lock at the same time. No other 

bike in the world offers this user friendly system.

The highlighted cables show how the TwinLoc lever synergistically connects the fork and rear shock, 

allowing the rider to keep both hands on the handlebars while selecting the desired travel settings or fully 

locking the suspension. It’s your ride, you decide.

20 moUnTaInTWINLOC SYSTEM



1. ClImb-geomeTry
loCkoUT moDe

2. rIDe-geomeTry
TraCTIon moDe

3. DeSCenD-geomeTry
fUll moDe

Spark Genius Genius LT

How Twinloc affects geometry?
By changing the travel, the geometry of the bike changes and 

puts the rider in the perfect riding position. In the full travel mode, 

the bike will have more sag, lowering the bottom bracket and 

achieving a slacker head angle for descending. In Traction Mode, 

the bike sags less, steepening the head angle and creating a bet-

ter riding position for technical climbing and cross county. Lock 

out allows no sag, and ensures maximum power transfer.

which Scott bikes offer the Twinloc System?
Available on all Spark, Genius, and Genius LT models, the 48-gram TwinLoc switch was desig-

ned in conjunction with fork manufacturers Fox, Rock Shox, DT Swiss. 

fronT & rear ConneCTIon

fork loCkoUT
SHoCk loCkoUT

fork fUll moDe
SHoCk TraCTIon ConTrol
Spark 80mm
Genius 95mm
Genius LT 110mm

fork fUll moDe
SHoCk fUll moDe
Spark 110mm
Genius 150mm
Genius LT 185mm

SHOCk CONNECTION

FORk CONNECTION
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fireSTarTer

Spark rC  9.80kG | 21.59LBS
frame Spark carbon, HMX-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. 1550  grams w / o shock
SUSPenSIon fork: DT Swiss XR 100, Lockout, 100mm travel, shock: Scott Nude TC, Lockout-80-110mm, Twinloc remote system  
ComPonenTS SRAM XX, 20 speed, double chainring 42 / 28, Avid XX carbon disc brakes, Ritchey WCS carbon parts
wHeelS Ritchey WCS, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO kevlar tires, tubeless ready

The IMP3 built Spark sets the world standard for a lightweight, race ready, full suspension 

bike. Weighing under 1790 grams (3.95 pounds) for frame and shock, and boasting 110 

mm of rear travel, the Spark is ideally suited to cross country, mara-

thons, multi-day stage races, and all day fun. The DT Nude shock 

allows the rider three separate travel settings that can be 

accessed via the handlebar mounted TwinLoc lever. The rider 

can choose from 110 mm of travel, 80 mm of travel in the 

Traction Mode, or full lock out front and rear. In the Spark 

line you can now choose from models with integrated bot-

tom brackets, including PFBB92 and PFBB3.

TwInloC TeCHnology
SCOTT’s patented and unique TwinLoc lever allows the rider to keep both 
hands on the handlebars while selecting the desired travel settings or fully 
locking the suspension. Riders can switch between full travel with 110mm, 
Traction Mode with 80mm of rear travel, and complete lock out of both the fork 
and the Nude TC shock. 
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Spark 30  11.3kG | 24.89LBS

Spark 10  10.4kG | 22.91LBS

Spark 20  11.1kG | 24.45LBS

frame Spark carbon mainframe, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. alloy custom butted swingarm
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 32 F 120 RL, Lockout, 120mm travel, shock: DT Swiss M210, Lockout, 
110mm travel, Twinloc remote system  
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 30 speed, XT crankset, Avid Elixir R disc brakes 
wHeelS DT Swiss XR30, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO kevlar tires

frame Spark carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. 
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 32 F 120 RL, Lockout, 120mm travel, 
shock: Scott Nude TC, Lockout-80-110mm, Twinloc remote system  
ComPonenTS SRAM XO, 30 speed, Avid XO Carbon disc brakes, Ritchey WCS carbon parts 
wHeelS DT Swiss XR10, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO kevlar tires, tubeless ready

frame Spark carbon mainframe, HMF-
Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. alloy custom butted 
swingarm
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 32 F 120 RL, Lock-
out, 120mm travel, shock: Scott Nude TC, 
Lockout-80-110mm, Twinloc remote system  
ComPonenTS Shimano XT, 30 speed, Avid 
Elixir R carbon disc brakes, Ritchey Pro 
carbon / Scott parts 
wHeelS DT Swiss XR20, Schwalbe Rocket 
Ron EVO kevlar tires, tubeless ready
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Nino Schurter, World Champion 2009 Canberra 
Australia, bronze medal winner at the 2008 Olympic 
games in Beijing, U 23 Swiss-, European- and World 
Champion 2008.

  WORLD CHAMPION 
     NINO SCHURTER

www.dtswiss.comwww.dtswiss.com
THE INGREDIENTS

FOR YOUR SPEED EXPERIENCE

DT Swiss XMM 120 / XMM 140
•  120 mm or 140 mm travel
•  1540 g / 1560 g
•  Light fork for fast cross mountain riding
•  Torsion Box arch for a stiff and light magnesium lower
•  Twin Shot damping for perfect control and adjustability

www.dtswiss.com

XMM 120 / 140XMM 120 / 140
Cross Mountain

ADV_fork_XMM_ScottCatalog_297x210_20100531.indd   1 31.5.2010   16:18:18 Uhr



Spark 50  12.1kG | 26.65LBS Spark 60  13.2kG | 29.07LBS

Spark 35  11.5kG | 25.33LBS Spark 40 11.9kG | 26.21LBS

frame Spark alloy 6061, double butted, hydroformed tubes 
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Recon Gold RL air, Lockout, alloy steerer, 120mm travel, shock: DT Swiss M210, 
Lockout, 110mm travel, Twinlock remote system  
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 30 speed, Avid Elixir 3 disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Comp / Shimano FH-M525 hubs, Alex XC-44 disc rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron kevlar tires

frame Spark alloy 6061, double butted, hydroformed tubes 
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Recon Silver RL, Lockout, alloy steerer, 120mm travel, shock: DT Swiss 
M210, Lockout, 110mm travel, Twinlock remote system  
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / Deore, 27 speed, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Team-CL / Shimano FH-RM65-CL hubs, Alex XC-44 disc rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

frame Spark carbon mainframe, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. alloy custom butted swingarm
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Reba RL, Lockout, 120mm travel, shock: DT Swiss M210, 
Lockout, 110mm travel, Twinloc remote system  
ComPonenTS SRAM X9 / X7, 30 speed, Shimano FC-M552 Crankset, Avid Elixir 5 disc brakes  
wHeelS DT Swiss XR30, Schwalbe Rocket Ron kevlar tires

frame Spark alloy 6061, double butted, hydroformed tubes 
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Reba RL air, Lockout, 120mm travel, shock: DT Swiss M210, 
Lockout, 110mm travel, Twinlock remote system  
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 30 speed, XT crankset, Avid Elixir 5 disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Pro / Shimano FH-M525SL hubs, DT Swiss 445d rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron kevlar tires
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any trail 
any TIme

genius Premium 11.2kG | 24.67LBS

Photo: Daniel Geiger | Location: Davos, Flüela

The Genius is a full suspension bike designed to handle any trail, 

any time. It’s the ultimate trail bike suitable for marathons and 

multi-day stage races. Our IMP4 carbon technology makes the 

bike extremely lightweight and stiff, while the Equalizer2 shock 

allows the rider three separate travel settings that can be ac-

cessed via the handlebar mounted TwinLoc lever. The rider can 

choose from 150 mm of travel, 95 mm in the Traction Mode, or 

full lock out front and rear. 

TwInloC TeCHnology
SCOTT’s patented and unique TwinLoc lever allows the rider to keep both hands 
on the handlebars while selecting the desired travel settings or fully locking the 
suspension. Riders can switch between full travel with 150mm, Traction Mode with 
95mm of rear travel, and complete lock out of both the fork and the Equalizer2 
TC shock. 

frame Genius carbon, HMX-Net fiber, IMP 4 tech. 1840 grams
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 32 Talas RL, Lockout-120-150mm, 15mm thru axle,  
shock: Scott Equalizer2, Lockout-95-150mm, Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS Shimano XTR, 30 speed, XTR disc brakes, Ritchey WCS carbon parts
wHeelS DT Swiss Tricon S15, Schwalbe Nobby Nic EVO kevlar tires, tubeless ready
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genius 10 11.7kG | 25.77LBS
frame Genius carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 4 tech. 
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 32 Talas RL, Lockout-120-150mm, 15mm thru axle,  
shock: Scott Equalizer2, Lockout-95-150mm, Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS SRAM XO, 30 speed, Avid XO carbon disc brakes, Ritchey 
WCS carbon parts
wHeelS DT Swiss XR-15, Schwalbe Nobby Nic EVO kevlar tires, 
tubeless ready
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genius 20 12.3kG | 27.09LBS

genius 50 12.8kG | 28.19LBS

genius 40 12.6kG | 27.75LBS

genius 30 12.4kG | 27.31LBS

genius 60 13kG | 28.63LBS

frame Genius carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 4 
tech. alloy custom butted swingarm
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 32 Talas RL, Lockout-120-
150mm, 15mm thru axle,  shock: Scott Equalizer2, 
Lockout-95-150mm, Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT, 30 speed, Avid Elixir R 
carbon disc brakes
wHeelS DT Swiss XR-25, Schwalbe Nobby Nic EVO 
kevlar tires, tubeless ready

frame Genius alloy 6061, cus-
tom butted, hydroformed tubes
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox 
Revelation RL 2P, air, Lockout-
120-150mm, shock: Scott 
Equalizer2, Lockout-95-150mm, 
Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS SRAM X9 / X7, 
30 speed, Shimano FC-M552 
crankset, Avid Elixir 5 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Pro / Shimano 
FH-M525SL hubs, Alex XC-55 
rims, Schwalbe Nobby Nic EVO 
kevlar tires

frame Genius alloy 6061, cus-
tom butted, hydroformed tubes
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 32 Talas 
RL, Lockout-120-150mm, shock: 
Scott Equalizer2, 
Lockout-95-150mm, Twinloc 
remote system 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / 
SLX, 30 speed, XT crankset, Avid 
Elixir 5 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Pro / DT Swiss 
370 hubs, DT Swiss 465d rims, 
Schwalbe Nobby Nic EVO kevlar 
tires

frame Genius carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 4 
tech. alloy custom butted swingarm
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 32 Talas RL, Lockout-120-
150mm, shock: Scott Equalizer2, Lockout-95-150mm, 
Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS SRAM X9 / X7, 30 speed, Avid Elixir R 
disc brakes
wHeelS DT Swiss XR-35, Schwalbe Nobby Nic EVO 
kevlar tires

frame Genius alloy 6061, cus-
tom butted, hydroformed tubes
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox 
Sector RL, air, Lockout-150mm, 
shock: Scott Equalizer2, 
Lockout-95-150mm, Twinloc 
remote system 
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / 
Deore, 27 speed, Avid Elixir 3 
disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Comp / Shimano 
FH-M525 hubs, Alex XC-55 rims, 
Schwalbe Nobby Nic EVO kevlar 
tires
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all-moUnTaIn,  agaIn
redefining

genius lT 10 13.6kG | 29.96LBS

Photo: Daniel Geiger | Location: Davos, Rinerhorn

LT stands for Long Travel, necessary in All-Mountain 

situations where the descents are nasty but you plan 

to climb to the top. No problem when you have 185mm 

and 110mm of travel available, and thanks to TwinLoc 

you can lock it all out. The Genius LT is THE bike for 

exploring the Backcountry. You know you want it.

We‘ve redefined All-Mountain, again. 

TwInloC TeCHnology
SCOTT’s patented and  unique TwinLoc lever allows the rider to keep both hands 
on the handlebars while selecting the desired travel settings or fully locking the 
suspension. Riders can switch between full travel with 185mm, Traction Mode with 
110mm of rear travel, and complete lock out of both the fork and the Equalizer3 shock. 

frame Genius LT carbon, HMX-Net fiber, 
IMP 5 tech. alloy custom butted swingarm, IDS SL 142x12mm dropout, 2300 grams
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Lyrik RLR plus, Lockout-140-180mm travel, 
shock: Scott Equalizer3, Lockout-110-185mm, Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS SRAM XO, 30 speed, Avid XO carbon disc brakes, 
Rock Shox Reverb adjustable seatpost
wHeelS DT Swiss AM 10, Schwalbe Fat Albert EVO kevlar, 
Snake Skin, Tubeless ready
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all-moUnTaIn,  agaIn
redefining

frame Genius LT carbon, HMX-Net fiber, 
IMP 5 tech. alloy custom butted swingarm, IDS SL 142x12mm dropout, 2300 grams
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Lyrik RLR plus, Lockout-140-180mm travel, 
shock: Scott Equalizer3, Lockout-110-185mm, Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS SRAM XO, 30 speed, Avid XO carbon disc brakes, 
Rock Shox Reverb adjustable seatpost
wHeelS DT Swiss AM 10, Schwalbe Fat Albert EVO kevlar, 
Snake Skin, Tubeless ready
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all-moUnTaIn, 
redefining
agaIn

Ransom

Genius LT

lighter, longer, and Improved all-mountain Performance
The Genius LT offers the ultimate ratio of sus-
pension travel to bike weight. By utilizing IMP5 
technology, the entire front triangle is carbon 
molded in a single step. This attains the goal of 
constructing an incredibly robust frame able to 
withstand the demands of All-Mountain riding while 
still maintaining the lowest possible weight. The 
result is a bike with 185 millimeters of travel and a 
frame that weighs only 2.8 kg, including the 535 gram 
Equailizer3 shock. 

The IMP carbon fiber construction offers incre-
dible weight savings, but it also realizes the 
potential to optimize tube shape, material layup, 

and wall thickness. SCOTT engineers have utilized this ability to create an 
incredibly stiff frame that effectively resists impacts and disperses loads in 
critical areas. The tapered headtube seamlessly joins the reinforced, over-
sized downtube to create a frame that truly delivers All-Mountain durability 
and handling performance. 

The Ransom set a new benchmark in the All-Mountain category by offering 

six inches of suspension travel all at under thirty pounds. Now five years later, 

SCOTT has incorporated IMP technology and improved suspension to reset the 

bar with the Genius LT. 

LT stands for Long Travel, necessary in All-Mountain situations where the de-

scents are nasty but you plan to climb to the top. No problem when you have 

up to 185mm of travel available, and thanks to TwinLoc you can climb, ride, and 

descend. The Genius LT is THE bike for exploring the backcountry.

The TwinLoc lever allows the rider to keep both hands on the handlebars while 

selecting the desired travel settings or fully locking the suspension. Riders can 

switch between 185 mm of rear travel in full travel, 110 mm in Traction Mode, 

and complete lock out of both the fork and the Equalizer3 shock. 

1

*Genius LT Prototype NOT FOR SALE
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linkage and bottom bracket adjustment. 
The optimized one piece aluminum linkage is combined with oversized bearings to provide a stiff connection between the front 
and rear triangles.  

An elliptical “travel chip” inserted at the upper shock mount allows the Genius LT’s bottom bracket height to be adjusted by 
eight millimeters, which in turn alters the bike’s head angle between 67° and 66.3°.

IDS-Sl Dropouts with Post mount 180
The Genius LT uses the new 142mm x 12mm standard rear axle and hub system to reduce swingarm flex. It can also be adapted 
to 135mmx12mm or 135mm x 10mm using our Interchangeable Dropout System named IDS-SL. The bike further features our 
Post Mount 180 system that eliminates bulky brake adapters and offers protection against caliper breakage/damage.

SCoTT Suspension System
The Equalizer3 is a unique Oil Transfer System (OTS) shock co-developed by SCOTT and DT Swiss engineers. By working 
closely together, they were able to isolate projected forces and customize the performance of the shock to match the intended 
ride characteristics of the bike.
 
The OTS Equalizer3 shock is comprised of three separate chambers activated by the TwinLoc lever, and it delivers three distinct 
suspension travel options. When the TwinLoc is positioned to allow full travel, oil from the main chamber can be forced into 
both positive chambers, allowing maximum travel. When the TwinLoc lever is moved to the Traction Mode position, the port to 
one of the positive chambers is closed. This reduces the volume of oil that can be displaced from the main chamber, and thus 
reduces the amount of travel. The lockout lever position closes the ports to both positive chambers. Because no oil is allowed 
to leave the main chamber, the suspension is effectively locked.

The body of the Equalizer3 shock is mounted just above the bottom bracket with the shaft affixed to the linkage. This configuration 
works to lower the bike’s center of gravity and also minimizes unsprung weight to provide the best possible small bump sensitivity.

genius lT - Low position BB

genius

genius lT - High position BB
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genius lT 30 14.3kG | 31.50LBS

genius lT 20 14kG | 30.84LBS

genius lT 40 14.5kG | 31.94LBS

frame Genius LT alloy 6061, custom butted, hydroformed tubes, IDS SL 142x12mm dropout
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Lyrik RLR, Lockout-140-180mm travel, shock: Scott Equalizer3, Lockout-110-185mm, 
Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS SRAM X9, 30 speed, XT crankset Avid Elixir 5 disc brakes, Crankbrothers Joplin 4 adjustable seatpost
wHeelS Scott AM / SRAM X9 hubs, Alex AM-44 rims, Schwalbe Fat Albert EVO kevlar, Snake Skin, Tubeless ready

frame Genius LT carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 5 tech. alloy custom butted swingarm, IDS SL 142x12mm dropout
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Lyrik RLR, Lockout-140-180mm travel, shock: Scott Equalizer3, 
Lockout-110-185mm, Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS SRAM X9 / X7, 30 speed, Avid Elixir R disc brakes, Crankbrothers Joplin 4 adjustable seatpost
wHeelS DT Swiss AM 20, Schwalbe Fat Albert EVO kevlar, Snake Skin, Tubeless ready

frame Genius LT alloy 6061, custom butted, hydroformed tubes, IDS SL dropout
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Lyrik RLR, Lockout-140-180mm travel, shock: Scott Equali-
zer3, Lockout-110-185mm, Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / Deore, 27 speed, Avid Elixir 3 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott AM / Shimano FH-M525 hubs, Alex AM-44 rims, Schwalbe Fat Albert kevlar
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The new X0 family featuring 
the best of each world: Avids 

full featured brake technologies - 
Truvativ carbon cranks with fastest 
X-Glide front shifting and 10 speed 
X0 drivetrain, taking advantage of 

proven XX technologies. 

Rider: Holger Meyer - Photo: Markus Greber
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park&
Play

voltage fr 10 17.1kG | 37.67LBS
frame Voltage FR alloy 6061, hydroformed tubes,  
IDS dropout 12mm
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 36 VAN FIT RC2, 
coil 180mm travel, 
shock: Fox DHX RC2, coil, 160-180mm travel
ComPonenTS SRAM X9, 10 speed, 
Truviativ Holzfeller DH 1.1 crankset, A
vid Code R disc brakes, E-13 LG1 chainguide 
wHeelS Scott Pro 20mm/ Scott DHL 12mm hubs, 
DT Swiss FR600 rims, Schwalbe Big Betty DH tires

Blasting berms, railing turns, tricking every hit. The Voltage FR is 

an affordable Good Times Machine that does anything from Park 

Riding to Slopestyle Competition. 

This bike shreds it all.
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voltage fr 30 16.6kG | 36.56LBS

voltage fr 20 18.1kG | 39.87LBS

frame Voltage FR alloy 6061, hydroformed tubes, IDS nutted axle
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Domain, coil, single crown, 180mm travel, shock: 
Marzocchi coil R, 150-170mm travel
ComPonenTS SRAM X5 / X4, 8 speed, Truvative Ruktion 1.0 crankset, Avid 
Juicy 3 disc brakes,  E-13 chainguide 
wHeelS Scott Comp 20mm/ Scott DC-22 nutted hubs, Alex FR32 rims, 
Schwalbe Big Betty FR tires

frame Voltage FR alloy 6061, hydroformed 
tubes, IDS dropout 12mm
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Domain RC, coil, 
dual crown, 200mm travel, shock: Fox VAN R 
coil, pro pedal tune, 160-180mm travel
ComPonenTS SRAM X7 / X5, 9 Speed, Tru-
vative Hussefelt 1.0 crankset, Avid Elixir 5 disc 
brakes,  E-13 chainguide 
wHeelS Scott Comp 20mm/ Scott DHL 12mm 
hubs, Alex FR32 rims, Schwalbe Big Betty DH 
tires
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flow
anD go

gambler 10 18.8kG | 41.41LBS

The Gambler is a very capable Downhill and Freeride 

bike. It boasts geometry and travel adjustments, a pro-

gressive multi-pivot linkage system, and a low-slung front 

triangle for maximum standover clearance. It is used by 

our World Cup DH Team, Scott11, as well as by our big 

mountain Freeriders. The Gambler is available in three 

models to suit your needs.

frame Gambler 7005 alloy, hydroformed tubes, carbon seatstays, 
superstiff DH frame, IDS dropout 12mm
SUSPenSIon fork: Fox 40 RC2 FIT, titanium spring, 203mm travel, 
shock: Fox DHX RC4, coil, 190-230mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Saint, 9 speed, E-13 LG-1 chianguide, 
Gravity Light parts, Prologo saddle
wHeelS Scott Pro 20mm/ DT Swiss FR-350 12mm hubs, 
DT Swiss EX500 rims, Schwalbe Muddy Mary / Wicket Will DH tires
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gambler 30 19.95kG | 43.94LBS

gambler 20 19.14kG | 42.16LBS

frame Gambler 7005 alloy, hydroformed tubes, superstiff DH frame, IDS dropout 12mm
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Domain DC, 200mm travel, shock: Fox Van R, coil, 190-230mm travel
ComPonenTS SRAM X5 / X4, 8 speed, Truvative Ruktion DH 1.0 crankset, E-13 chainguide, 
Avid Juicy 3 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Comp 20mm / Scott DHL 12mm hubs, Alex FR32 rims, 
Schwalbe Muddy Mary / Wicket Will DH tires

frame Gambler 7005 alloy, hydroformed tubes, 
superstiff DH frame, IDS dropout 12mm
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Boxxer RC, 
203mm travel, shock: Fox Van RC, coil, 190-
230mm travel
ComPonenTS SRAM X7 / X5, 9 speed, Truvative 
Hussefelt DH 1.1 crankset, E-13 chainguide, Avid 
Elixir 5 disc brakes, Prologo saddle 
wHeelS Scott Comp 20mm / Scott DHL 12mm 
hubs, Alex FR32 rims, Schwalbe Muddy Mary / 
Wicket Will DH tires
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Avoid evil. And rocks. And roots. And... 

Gravity riding has evolved – whether you ride Downhill, Slope style,  
Aggressive, All-mountain or North Shore style freeride, the trails are be-
coming increasingly faster and more challenging. This is where SAINT 
comes in. It has been designed to maximize control, featuring technical 
perfection with top shifting and braking performance, low weight, and a 
unique visual impact with gold highlights. All of this frees you to concen-
trate on the trail and find your flow.

SCOTT-SAINT AD-297x210.indd   1 8/9/2010   4:46:26 PM
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good
TImeS

voltage yZ Tmo 12.6kG | 27.75LBS
frame Voltage A-frame alloy 6061, hydroformed tubes, 
ultra short chainstays with radical geometry, 
IDS single speed dropout
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Argyle R, coil, air preload, 
100mm travel
ComPonenTS Cr-mo 2 piece BMX crankset, 
Avid Juicy 3 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Comp 20mm/ 
Scott DC-52 nutted singlespeed hubs, 
Alex Atmosfair FR30 rims, 
Schwalbe Table Top tires

The Voltage dominates anything, dirt or street. Its massive 

hydro formed tubes and nimble geometry let you manual, 

boost jumps, and rail berms with ease and confidence.  

With a number of configurations and component pa-

ckages from which to choose, there is a Voltage to suit 

every rider and budget. 
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voltage yZ 0.1 13.2kG | 29.07LBS

voltage yZ 0.2 12.1kG | 26.65LBS

frame Voltage B-frame alloy 6061, hydroformed tubes, 
single speed dropouts
SUSPenSIon fork: Marzocci Dirt Jumper 3, coil, air preload, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Cr-mo 3 piece BMX crankset, Tektro Draco hydr. disc brakes , 
Scott Pivotal saddle
wHeelS Scott DC-20 nutted / Scott DC-42 nutted singlespeed hubs, 
Alex FR30 rims, Schwalbe Table Top tires

frame Voltage D-frame alloy 6061, hydroformed tubes, 
single speed dropout
SUSPenSIon  Cr-mo dirt jump fork, rigid
ComPonenTS Cr-mo 3 piece BMX crankset, 
Tektro Novela mech. disc brake, Scott Pivotal saddle
wHeelS Scott DC-20 nutted / Scott DC-42 nutted singlespeed hubs, 
Alex DP20 rims, Schwalbe Table Top tires
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voltage yZ 30 14.6kG | 32.16LBS voltage yZ 40 14.1kG | 31.06LBS

voltage yZ 10 14.2kG | 31.28LBS voltage yZ 20 14.3kG | 31.50LBS

frame Voltage C-frame alloy 6061, hydroformed tubes
SUSPenSIon  Suntour XCT V2, preload adj, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera / Altus, 21 speed, Tektro Novela mech. disc brake 
wHeelS Scott DC-19 / Scott DC-31 hubs, Araya GP-710 rims, kenda k905 tires

frame Voltage C-frame alloy 6061, hydroformed tubes
SUSPenSIon  Suntour XCT V2, preload adj, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera / Altus, 21 speed, Tektro V-brake 
wHeelS Scott FM-21 / Scott FM-31 hubs, Araya GP-710 rims, kenda k905 tires

frame Voltage C-frame alloy 6061, hydroformed tubes
SUSPenSIon  Suntour XCM V3, preload adj, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Alivio / Acera, 24 speed, Tektro Draco hydr. disc brakes
wHeelS Scott DC-19 / Shimano FH-M475 hubs, Rigida ZAC 21 rims, Schwalbe Table Top tires

frame Voltage C-frame alloy 6061, hydroformed tubes
SUSPenSIon  Suntour XCM V3, preload adj, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera / Altus, 24 speed, Tektro Aquila mech. disc brake 
wHeelS Scott DC-19 / Scott DC-22 hubs, Rigida ZAC 21 rims, Schwalbe Table Top tires

Second Color option
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aspect 10 12.7kG | 27.97LBS
frame Aspect alloy 6061, double butted 
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Tora Tk, Pop Loc remote lockout, 
rebound adjust, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / Deore, 27 speed, 
Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Comp-CL / Shimano FH-RM65-CL hubs, 
Alex XC44 disc rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

The Aspect range of mountain hardtails is designed 

to be light, efficient, and reasonably priced. The bikes 

feature comfortable geometry with sloping top tubes 

to ensure adequate standover height, and the headtube 

and seat angles ensure responsive handling and precise 

steering. All Aspect frames are built with double butted 

6061alloy tubing and replaceable derailleur hangers for 

long frame life.
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aspect 20 13.3 kG | 29.30LBS

aspect 30 13.8kG | 30.40LBS

Photo: Daniel Geiger | Location: Davos, Sertig

frame Aspect alloy 6061, double butted 
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCR, lockout, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Deore / Alivio, 27 speed, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes 
wHeelS Shimano RM65-CL hubs, Araya disc rims, Schwalbe Black Jack tires

frame Aspect alloy 6061, double butted 
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCR, lockout, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Alivio / Acera, 24 speed,  Tektro Draco hydr. disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Team / Shimano FH-M475 hubs, Araya TX-633 rims, Schwalbe Black Jack tires

Second Color option

Second Color option
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aspect 60 13.9kG | 30.62LBS

aspect 40 14.55kG | 32.05LBS

aspect 50 13.9kG | 30.62LBS

frame: Aspect alloy 6061
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCT-V3, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Altus, 21 speed, Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott FM21 / FM31 hubs, Araya GP-710 rims, Scott Ozon tires

frame Aspect alloy 6061, double butted 
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCM-H, lockout, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera, 24 speed, Shimano BR-M416A mech. disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Team-CL / Shimano FH-RM65-CL hubs, Araya GP-710 rims, Scott Ozon tires

frame Aspect alloy 6061, double butted 
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCM-H, lockout, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera, 24 speed, Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott FM21 / Shimano FH-RM30 hubs, Araya GP-710 rims, Scott Ozon tires

Second Color option

Second Color option
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wHo move
for women

Contessa Scale RC

Contessa Genius

The Contessa line is a no compromise group of pro-

ducts for serious female cyclists. These bikes are adap-

ted to rider needs with the same high end equipment 

found on men’s bikes. Whether you’re a recreational 

rider or a racer, there’s a Contessa bike for you.For 

Women who move.

TwInloC TeCHnology
All of the Contessa full suspension models feature the new handlebar 
mounted TwinLoc control lever, allowing the rider to keep both hands 
on the handlebars while selecting the desired travel settings or fully 
locking the suspension. Riders can switch between full travel, Traction 
Mode (on Nude TC and Equalizer2 equipped models), and complete 
lock out of both the fork and the shock. 
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Contessa genius 12.3kG | 27.09LBS

Contessa 10 12.9kG | 28.41LBS

Contessa Spark 12.6kG | 27.75LBS

Contessa 20 13.3kG | 29.30LBS

frame Contessa Genius carbon mainframe, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 4, Alloy 6061 custom butted swingarm
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Relevation RL 15 2p air, Lockout-120-150mm, shock: Scott Equalizer2, 
Lockout-95-150mm, Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 27 speed, Avid Elixir disc brakes 
wHeelS DT Swiss XR35, Schwalbe Nobby Nic EVO 2.35 kevlar tires

frame Contessa alloy 6061, double butted, Solution geometry
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Tora Tk, Pop Loc remote lockout, rebound adjust, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / Deore, 27 speed, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Comp-CL / Shimano FH-RM65-CL hubs, Alex XC44 disc rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

frame Contessa Spark alloy 6061, double butted, hydroformed tubes, Solution geometry
SUSPenSIon fork: Rock Shox Recon Gold RL Solo air, 120mm, shock: DT Swiss M210, air, Twinloc remote system 
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / Deore, 27 speed, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Team-CL / Shimano FH-RM65-CL hubs, Alex XC44 disc rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

frame Contessa alloy 6061, Solution geometry
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCR, lockout, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Deore / Alivio, 27 speed,  Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes 
wHeelS Shimano RM65-CL hubs, Araya disc rims, Schwalbe Black Jack tires
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Contessa 30 13.5kG | 29.74LBS

Contessa 50 13.9kG | 30.62LBS

Contessa 40 14.5kG | 31.94LBS

Contessa 60 13.8kG | 30.40LBS

frame Contessa alloy 6061, Solution geometry 
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCR, lockout, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Alivio / Acera, 24 speed,  Tektro Draco hydr. disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Team / Shimano FH-M475 hubs, Araya TX-633 rims, Schwalbe Black Jack tires

frame Contessa alloy 6061, Solution geometry
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCM-H, lockout, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera, 24 speed,  Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott FM21 / Shimano FH-RM30 hubs,  Araya GP-710 rims, Scott Ozon tires

frame Contessa alloy 6061, Solution geometry 
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCM-H, lockout, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera, 24 speed, Shimano BR-M416A mech. disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Team-CL / Shimano FH-RM65-CL hubs, Araya GP-710 rims, Scott Ozon tires

frame Contessa Tiki , 6061 alloy 
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCT-V3, 100mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Altus, 21 speed,  Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott FM21 / FM31 hubs,  Araya GP-710 rims, Scott Ozon tires

Second Color option
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Contessa Scale rC 9.8kG | 21.59LBS

Contessa Spark rC 11kG | 24.23LBS

frame Scale carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS shock dampening 
system
SUSPenSIon Reba RL, air, 100mm travel, remote lockout 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT, 30 speed, Avid Elixir R carbon disc brakes
wHeelS DT Swiss XR20, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO kevlar tires, 
tubeless ready

frame Spark carbon mainframe, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. alloy 
custom butted swingarm
SUSPenSIon fork: Reba RL, Lockout, 120mm travel, shock: Scott 
Nude TC, Lockout-80-110mm, Twinloc remote system  
ComPonenTS Shimano XT, 30 speed, Avid Elixir R carbon disc 
brakes, Ritchey Pro carbon / Scott parts 
wHeelS DT Swiss XR20, Schwalbe Rocket Ron EVO kevlar tires, 
tubeless ready
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Contessa Scale 10 12.4kG | 27.31LBS

Contessa Scale 20 13.3kG | 29.30LBS

Photo: Daniel Geiger | Location: Davos, Flüela

frame Contessa Race 6061 Alloy D.B. Solution geometry Integrated headtube
SUSPenSIon Rock Shox Recon Silver Tk, alloy steerer, 100mm travel, remote lockout, 
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 30 speed, Shimano FC-M552 crankset, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Team / Shimano FH-RM65 hubs, Alex XC-44 rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires

frame Contessa Race 6061 Alloy D.B. Solution geometry Integrated headtube
SUSPenSIon Suntour XCR LO, alloy steerer, 100mm travel, lockout, 
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / Alivio, 27 speed, Tektro Draco hydr. disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Team / SRAM MTH 306 hubs, Alex XC-44 rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron tires
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Contessa Speedster 15 8.8kG | 19.38LBS                              CoMpACT | 30 SpeeDContessa Cr1 Pro 7.3kG | 16.08LBS                   CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

Contessa Cr1 Team 7.6kG | 16.74LBS               CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

frame Speedster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed tubes 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano 105, carbon seatpost
wHeelS Scott Team hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra Sport tires

frame CR-1 carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS system  
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Ultegra, Ritchey Pro carbon seatpost
wHeelS Mavic ksyrium Elite, Continental Ultra Race Fold tires

frame CR-1 carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS system  
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano 105, Ritchey Pro carbon seatpost
wHeelS Mavic Aksium, Continental Ultra Race Fold tires
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Contessa Speedster 35  9.2kG | 20.26LBS                                           24 SpeeD

 Contessa Speedster 25  9.2kG | 20.26LBS                                                   27 SpeeD

Photo: Daniel Geiger | Location: Davos, Flüela

frame Speedster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed chainstays 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Sora / 2300, Truvativ Isoflow crankset
wHeelS Scott Comp hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra Sport tires

frame Speedster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed chainstays 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Tiagra / Sora, Truvativ Isoflow crankset
wHeelS Scott Comp hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra Sport tires
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Contessa JR 24

Scale RC JR

Photo: Daniel Geiger

wonDerlanD
The SCOTT Junior line has something for every kid. With bikes ranging 

from 12 inch to 24 inch wheels, and BMX to race to just plain fun, we have 

it all. Great components mean these bikes are made to last. They have 

features and finishes borrowed from the adult Sparks, Contessa, Voltages 

making these bikes the ones your kids will love to ride. 
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Scale RC JR

Voltage JR 24 TMO

BMX Volt-X 10
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Scale Jr rC 
10.4kG | 22.91LBS

Scale Jr 24 
11.8kG | 25.99LBS

Spark Jr 24 11.8kG | 25.99LBS

Scale Jr 20
10.8kG | 23.79LBS

Spark Jr 20 10.8kG | 23.79LBS

frame Scale JR 6061 alloy, 
butted tubes
SUSPenSIon RST Capa T24, 24”, 
50mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Alivio / 
Altus, 21 speed

frame Spark JR 6061 alloy, butted tubes
SUSPenSIon fork: RST Capa T 24”, 50mm travel, shock: Apro SD, 75mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Alivio / Tourney, 21 speed, V-brakes

frame Scale JR 6061 alloy, 
butted tubes
SUSPenSIon RST Capa T20, 20”, 
50mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Alivio / 
Altus, 12 speed

frame Spark JR 6061 alloy,  butted tubes
SUSPenSIon fork: RST Capa T20”, 50mm travel, shock: Apro SD, 65mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Tourney, 12 speed, V-brakes

frame Scale JR 6061 alloy, 
double butted tubes
SUSPenSIon RST F1RST 24 AIR, 24”, 
preload adjust, 60mm travel
ComPonenTS ShimanoXT / Deore, 
27 speed, FSA Alpha crankset
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voltage Jr Tmo
11.48kG | 25.29LBS voltage Jr 12

8.2kG | 18.06LBS

voltage Jr 24 Disc
12.7kG | 27.97LBS

voltage Jr 16
10.5kG | 23.13LBS

voltage Jr 24
12.5kG | 27.53LBS

voltage Jr 20
11kG | 24.23LBS

frame Voltage 6061 alloy, D-frame 
24”, hydroformed tubes, short chain-
stays and rad geometry
SUSPenSIon Scott CR-mo, rigid 
ComPonenTS Cr-mo 3 piece BMX 
crankset, Scott Pilot FR 3” rise,  Tekt-
ro Novela mech. disc brakes 

frame Voltage 6061 alloy, 
Octagon tubes 
ComPonenTS Single speed, 
training wheels

frame Voltage 6061 alloy, 
Octagon tubes 
SUSPenSIon RST Capa T24, 24”, 
50mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Tourney, 18 
speed, Tektro Aquila mech. 
disc brakes

frame Voltage 6061 alloy, 
Octagon tubes 
ComPonenTS Single speed, 
training wheels

frame Voltage 6061 alloy, 
Octagon tubes 
SUSPenSIon RST Capa C7, 24”, 
50mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Tourney, 
18 speed, V-brakes

frame Voltage 6061 alloy, 
Octagon tubes 
SUSPenSIon RST CapaT20, 
20”, 50mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Tourney, 
6 speed, V-brakes
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volt-x 10 12.4kG | 27.31LBS

volt-x 30 12.2kG | 26.87LBS

volt-x 20 11.3kG | 24.89LBS

volt-x 40 12.3kG | 27.09LBS

frame CR-Mo / Hi-Ten custom design, mid size 
BB, 1 1/8” integrated headset, Dirt- Freestyle 
geometry
ComPonenTS Cr-Mo 3 piece BMX crankset, 
Scott Pivotal seat, Scott BMX parts, rotor, Well-
go nylon pedals

frame CR-Mo / Hi-Ten custom design, USA BB
ComPonenTS Cr-Mo 3 piece BMX crankset, Scott BMX parts, Wellgo nylon pedals

frame CR-Mo / Hi-Ten custom design, mid size BB, 1 1/8” integrated headset, 
Dirt- Freestyle geometry
ComPonenTS Cr-Mo 3 piece BMX crankset, Scott Pivotal seat, 
Scott BMX parts, Wellgo nylon pedals

frame CR-Mo / Hi-Ten custom design, USA BB
ComPonenTS Hi-Ten 1 piece BMX crankset, Scott BMX parts, Wellgo nylon pedals
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Scale Contessa Jr 24
11.8kG | 25.99LBS

Contessa Jr 24 11.9kG | 26.21LBS

Contessa Jr 20 10.6kG | 23.35LBS

Contessa Jr 16
10.2kG | 22.47LBS

Contessa Jr 12 
8.1kG | 17.84LBS

frame Scale JR 6061 alloy, 
butted tubes
SUSPenSIon RST Capa T24, 24”, 
50mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Alivio / 
Altus, 21 speed

frame Contessa 6061 alloy,  butted tubes
SUSPenSIon RST CapaT24 , 24”, 50mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Tourney,  18 speed, V-brakes

frame Contessa 6061 alloy, butted tubes
SUSPenSIon RST CapaT20, 20”, 50mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Tourney, 6 speed, V-brakes

frame Contessa 6061 alloy, 
butted tubes
ComPonenTS Single speed, 
training wheels

frame Contessa 6061 alloy, 
butted tubes
ComPonenTS Single speed, 
training wheels
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bring color 
To yoUr CITy

Photo: Daniel Geiger

SUB stands for Speed Utility Bike and describes a modern 

urban bike designed for commuting, trips to the store, 

and just getting around town. Frame and fork eyelets 

make it easy to mount the Urban-kit rack and 

fender system, so you can transport your groceries 

with ease and stay dry doing it.
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Sub 10 Solution Rear Rack Scott Urban

Fender Set 700C

Urban kit
SCOTT has developed the Urban-kit, which includes fenders, rear rack, and kick-stand. 

Available as an aftermarket item, this kit can be fitted within minutes because of our 

easy mounting system. Urban-kits are offered in a variety of colors to style your ride.
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SUb 20  11.4kG | 25.11LBS

SUb 35 men  12.1kG | 26.65LBS

SUb 10 men 11.8kG | 25.99LBS

Sub 35 Solution

Sub 10 Solution

frame SUB 6061 alloy, double butted,  Urban-kit compatible
fork SUB alloy 6061, rigid
ComPonenTS Shimano XT, 27 speed, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Comp-CL / Shimano RM65-CL hubs, Alex SUB disc rims, Continental Sport Contact tires 

frame SUB 6061 alloy, double butted,  Urban-kit compatible
fork SUB alloy 6061, rigid
ComPonenTS Shimano Nexus, 8 speed, Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott CO-31  / Shimano Nexus hubs, Alex SUB rims, Continental Sport Contact tires 

frame SUB 6061 alloy, double butted,  Urban-kit compatible
fork SUB alloy 6061, rigid
ComPonenTS Shimano Alfine, 8 speed, Shimano BR-M505 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Comp-CL / Shimano Alfine hubs, Alex SUB disc rims, Continental Sport Contact tires 

*UrBAn-KiT noT inClUDeD

*UrBAn-KiT noT inClUDeD

*UrBAn-KiT noT inClUDeD
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SUb 30  11.8kG | 25.99LBS SUb 45 men  12.8kG | 28.19LBS

SUb 40 men  11.9kG | 26.21LBS SUb 50  11.9kG | 26.21LBS

Sub 35 Solution

Sub 40 Solution

Sub 45 Solution

frame SUB 6061 alloy, double butted,  Urban-kit compatible
fork SUB alloy 6061, rigid
ComPonenTS Shimano Deore / Alivio, 27 speed, Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott CO-31  / Shimano FM-RM60 hubs, Rigida DP2000 rims, Continental Sport Contact tires 

frame SUB 6061 alloy, double butted,  Urban-kit compatible
fork SUB alloy 6061, rigid
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera, 24 speed, Shimano BR-M445 hydr. disc brakes 
wHeelS Scott Comp-CL / Shimano RM65-CL hubs, Rigida DP2000 disc rims, Continental Sport Contact tires 

frame SUB 6061 alloy, double butted,  Urban-kit compatible
fork SUB alloy 6061, rigid
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera, 24 speed, Scott Comp V-brakes 
wHeelS Scott CO-31 / Shimano FH-RM30 hubs, Rigida DP2000 rims, Continental Sport Contact tires 

frame SUB 6061 alloy, double butted,  Urban-kit compatible
fork SUB alloy 6061, rigid
ComPonenTS Single speed, Scott Comp V-brakes 
wHeelS Scott CO-31 / Formula FM-135 single speed hubs, Rigida DP2000 rims, Schwalbe Citizen tires

Second Color option

*UrBAn-KiT noT inClUDeD

*UrBAn-KiT noT inClUDeD
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arrive
energeTIC

E-Sub 10

New for 2011, SCOTT offers the new E-

SUB bike line. In close collaboration with 

electronics giant Bosch, SCOTT is the first 

company to offer a stylistically oriented and 

easy to operate E-Bike system.
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e-SUb 20 men 

e-Sub 10 men 

E-Sub 20 Solution

Photo: Daniel Geiger

frame E-SUB 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed tubes,  Urban-kit compatible
e-DrIve SySTem Bosch 250w Mechatronic  System, 36v Li-ion Battery pack
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / Deore, 9 speed, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes, Scott  Urban-kit, Busch & Müller lights
wHeelS Scott Comp-CL / Shimano FH-M529-CL hubs, Alex SUB disc rims, Schwalbe Marathon Supreme tires

frame E-SUB 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed tubes,  Urban-kit compatible
e-DrIve SySTem Bosch 250w Mechatronic  System, 36v Li-ion Battery pack
ComPonenTS Shimano Alfine, 11 speed, Shimano BR-M575 disc brakes, Scott  Urban-kit, Supernova light
wHeelS Scott Comp-CL / Shimano Alfine hubs, Alex SUB disc rims, Schwalbe Marathon Supreme tires

*CArrier noT inClUDeD

*CArrier noT inClUDeD
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exPlaIneD

1

2

ComPaTIble wITH
SCoTT aCCeSSorIeS

ComPaCT anD rIgID 
moTor UnITy

eleCTrIC SySTem InTegraTeD To 
THe frame, eaSy HanDlIng

USIng exISTIng
SCoTT geomeTrIeS

DynamIC, Clean anD SPorTy 
bIke DeSIgn, SImPlIfIeD 

Cable roUTIng

The E-volution. With the E-SUB and the E-Sportster line, SCOTT 

is introducing an extremely colorful and highly functional E-bike 

line. Our goal was to stick to our principles of innovation, tech-

nology and design and create with Bosch an independent E-bike 

line that would herald a completely new era in the E-Bike sector. 

Our main selling points:
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3

boSCH

The battery is impressively easy to use. Thanks to an integrated locking 
system, the battery can be removed and re-attached just like any „plug & play“ 
device and can be completely charged in its own charger in the record time of 
only 2.5 hours. Other features:
- separate charging status display
- Ion-Lithium battery technology
- depending on the terrain and rider performance, coverage is 44km at 18km/h
- 36 Volt 
- Weight 2.3kg

The drive complies with all road regulations and its compact design of the 
drive has the additional advantage in that it is attached to the bottom bracket 
gives the wheel an optimal center of gravity. The ride behavior in the SUB or 
the Sportster model is the same without the electric drive and is extremely 
agile, yet comfortable.
- 3 sensors for speed (rear wheel), cadence and torque integrated in the drive
- 250 watt output
- Weight 4kg

-  linear and smooth acceleration
-  smoother power delivery without performance   
 fluctuations
-  fastest acceleration
-  engine supports drive up to and including 25km/h 
 in accordance with EPAC norm

Compared to other systems (red and blue curves), the 
SCOTT / Bosch System (green curve) immediately cuts 
the engine when the bike reaches the maximum speed 
or during braking. This occurs without any time delay, 
which contributes to maximum safety. 

SCoTT / bosch System performance curve comparison

The ideas and aspirations of SCOTT engineers and designers produced the trendy designs of the E-SUB and E-Sportster. 

It was important that the E-SUB and E-Sportster have the look and geometry of the SUB and Sportster collection, but 

with a battery that is as easy and convenient as possible to handle.

High-tech on the handlebars. The small control panel permits the rider to control 
any integrated areas on the bike. The Assistance Level and the light function can be 
controlled and selected. Furthermore, the small screen displays the current battery 
status, the coverage in kilometers and includes the functions of a conventional 
bicycle computer.
Assistance Levels. The driver has the option of deciding between four different 
modes:
- eco Higher level of autonomy. Maximum coverage
- Tour Medium level of autonomy. Standard Mode
- Sport Supported acceleration level
- Speed Maximum engine support

Seven reasons to place your trust in the SCoTT / bosch System

- Low center of gravity. Comfortable, safe and agile ride behavior
- Low weight. The entire system weighs 6.5 kg. The lightest of all its competitors
- Highest torque of all drives that we tested. Powerful, no lag time and very smooth in its power delivery.
- Easy to install. Battery can be attached and removed in seconds.
- High battery service life. Guaranteed for coverage of 44km at 18km/h, depending on the riding terrain.
- SCOTT / Bosch System available on SUB and Sportster models. Guaranteed comfortable geometry with unique design.
- 2.5 hours to charge battery. The SCOTT / Bosch System comes with one of the fastest chargers on the market.

1

2

3
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e-Sportster men  

E-Sportster Solution

frame E-Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed tubes
E-Drive System   Bosch 250w Mechatronic  System, 36v Li-ion Battery pack
SUSPenSIon Suntour NCX-D LO-A, Lockout, 63mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / Deore, 9 speed, Avid Elixir 3 disc brakes, 
cott  Urban-kit, Busch & Müller lights
wHeelS Scott Disc team / Shimano FH-M529-CL hubs, Alex XC44 disc rims, 
Schwalbe Marathon Extreme tires

*CArrier noT inClUDeD
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Scott 
MTX Basket

Scott MTX Rack Bag

arrive
energeTIC

Rear Rack 
Scott Urban

Rear Rack 
Scott MTX 700C

Fender 
Set 700C

Urban kit

Photo: Daniel Geiger

New for 2011, SCOTT offers the new E-Sportster bike line. In close 

collaboration with electronics giant Bosch, SCOTT is the first 

company to offer a compact and functional E-Bike system.

frame E-Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed tubes
E-Drive System   Bosch 250w Mechatronic  System, 36v Li-ion Battery pack
SUSPenSIon Suntour NCX-D LO-A, Lockout, 63mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / Deore, 9 speed, Avid Elixir 3 disc brakes, 
cott  Urban-kit, Busch & Müller lights
wHeelS Scott Disc team / Shimano FH-M529-CL hubs, Alex XC44 disc rims, 
Schwalbe Marathon Extreme tires

SCOTT has developed the Urban-kit, which includes fen-

ders, rear rack, and kick-stand. Available as an aftermarket 

item, this kit can be fitted within minutes because of our 

easy mounting system. Urban-kits are offered in a variety 

of colors to style your ride.
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Sportster 25 Solution

Sportster 25 men  12kG | 26.43 LBS

Sportster 20 men  11.3kG | 24.89LBSSportster 10 men 11.7kG | 25.77LBS

Sportster 10 Solution

Sportster 20 Solution

SportSter

frame Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted
SUSPenSIon Suntour NCX-D LO-A, Lockout, 63mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / Deore, 27 speed, Shimano BR-M445 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Comp-CL / Shimano FH-RM65-CL hubs, Alex XC44 disc rims, Schwalbe Rapid Rob tires

frame Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted
SUSPenSIon Suntour NCX-D LO-A, Lockout, 63mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano SLX / Deore, 27 speed, Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott CO-31/ Shimano RM60 hubs, Alex ACE-24 rims, Schwalbe Rapid Rob tires

frame Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted
SUSPenSIon Suntour NCX-D RL-A, Lockout, 63mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano XT / SLX, 27 speed, Avid Elixir 3 disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Team-CL / Shimano FH-M525-CL hubs, Alex XC44 disc rims, Schwalbe Rapid Rob tires

The Sportster series emphasizes comfort and convenience for touring and transportation. The frame design offers 

the user a smooth ride and plenty of standover clearance. Frame eyelets allow for easy mounting of the Urban-kit 

rack and fender system so you can carry your things dry and hassle free. 

*UrBAn-KiT noT inClUDeD
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Sportster 30 Solution

Sportster 30 men  13.6kG | 29.96LBS

Sportster 40 men  13.1kG | 28.85LBS

Sportster 40 Lady

Photo: Daniel Geiger | Location: Davos

frame Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted
SUSPenSIon Suntour NEX-4610 V2 HLO, Lockout, 63mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Deore / Alivio, 27 speed, Shimano BR-M445 hydr. disc brakes
wHeelS Shimano RM65-CL hubs, Araya disc rims, Schwalbe Smart Sam tires

frame Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted
SUSPenSIon Suntour NEX-4610 V2 HLO, Lockout, 63mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Deore / Alivio, 27 speed, Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott FM-21 / Shimano FH-RM60 hubs, Araya 733 rims, Schwalbe Smart Sam tires

*UrBAn-KiT noT inClUDeD

*UrBAn-KiT noT inClUDeD
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Sportster 55 Lady Sportster 60 Lady

Sportster 55 men  13.8kG | 30.40LBS Sportster 60 men  12.4kG | 27.31LBS

Sportster 50 men  13.2kG | 29.07LBS

Sportster 50 Lady

frame Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted
SUSPenSIon Suntour NEX-4110 V2, 63mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera / Altus, 24 speed, Shimano BR-M416A mech. disc brakes
wHeelS Scott Comp-CL / Shimano FH-RM65-CL hubs, Araya GP-710 rims

frame Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted
SUSPenSIon Rigid fork
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera / Altus, 21 speed, Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott FM-21 / 31 hubs, Araya GP-710 rims

frame Sportster 6061 alloy, double butted
SUSPenSIon Suntour NEX-4110 V2, 63mm travel
ComPonenTS Shimano Acera / Altus, 24 speed, Scott Comp V-brakes
wHeelS Scott FM-21 / Shimano FH-RM30 hubs, Araya GP-710 rims
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one bIke
non-SToP wInS

addict rC 6.5kG | 14.32LBS              20 SpeeD 

Mark Cavendish, Team HTC-Columbia, on SCoTT Ad-

dict: 6 stage victories at the TDF in 2009 and 5 stage 

victories at the TDF in 2010. Cross the line first. 

The Addict has become the benchmark in carbon 

construction, and is known as THE bike to ride in the 

pro peloton. At a superlight 790 grams, the IMP built 

Addict is not only light enough to fly up the climbs, it 

is also stiff enough to win the sprints. It features race 

inspired geometry with a short head tube, long top 

tube, and slack seat angle. The bike also features car-

bon dropouts, front derailleur mount and cable stops.

frame / fork Addict carbon, HMX-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. 
ComPonenTS Shimano Dura-Ace, Ritchey Superlogic / WCS carbon parts 
wHeelS Mavic ksyrium SL, Continental Grand Prix 4000 tires
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addict r15  6.9kG | 15.20LBS
20 SpeeD | CoMpACT

addict r3  7.82kG | 17.22LBS                  20 SpeeD | CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

addict r1  6.5kG | 14.32LBS                                      CoMpACT

addict r2  7.2kG | 15.86LBS
20 SpeeD | CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

frame Addict carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 
3 tech. 
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS SRAM RED, Ritchey WCS / 
Pro carbon parts 
wHeelS Mavic ksyrium Elite, Continental 
Ultra Fold tires

frame Addict carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. 
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano 105, Ritchey Pro carbon seatpost 
wHeelS Mavic Aksium, Continental Ultra Race Fold tires

frame Addict carbon, HMX-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. 
fork HMX-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Dura-Ace, Ritchey Superlogic / WCS carbon parts 
wHeelS Mavic ksyrium SL, Continental Grand Prix 4000 tires

frame Addict carbon, HMF-Net fiber, 
IMP 3 tech. 
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Ultegra, Ritchey 
WCS / Pro carbon parts 
wHeelS Mavic ksyrium Elite, Continental 
Ultra Race Fold tires
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addict r15  6.9kG | 15.20LBS
20 SpeeD | CoMpACT
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engIneereD
ComforT

Cr1 Sl 6.66kG | 14.67LBS                 20 SpeeD | CoMpACT

The  CR1 offers the perfect balance of performance and comfort. Designed to absorb shock 

and vibration created by irregularities in the road, this concept results in a very smooth and 

stable ride, reducing rider fatigue and making any ride more enjoyable. The bike’s lateral stiff-

ness enables direct power transfer and ensures both confident cornering and descending. 

The geometry of the CR1 is performance oriented, but the top tube and head tube lengths 

offer a more comfortable position than pure racing frames. 

The seatstays, chainstays and fork all feature SDS, our Shock Damping System. These areas 

have been specially constructed with regard to tube shape, dimension, and fiber layup to 

provide vertical compliance without sacrificing torsional stiffness. 

frame CR-1 carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS system  
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Dura-Ace, Ritchey WCS carbon parts
wHeelS Mavic ksyrium SL, Continental Grand Prix 4000 tires
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SDS 
Shock damping SyStem
The CR1 and new Scales feature SDS technology, 
developed to create the perfect balance between performance and comfort.     

How it works
SDS minimizes high frequency input from the road. To achieve a shock damping effect without losing perfor-
mance, SCOTT optimizes the balance between vertical compliance and lateral stiffness in the rear triangle on 
both mountain bike and road bikes. 

- Vertical compliance correlates directly to how smoothly the bike rides. By offering maximized vertical   
 compliance, SDS will minimize vibrations transmitted by road shock, maximizing stability and increasing comfort.
- Lateral stiffness correlates to responsiveness during sprinting, acceleration, and climbing.

The perfect balance between lateral stiffness and compliance is based on three factors: 

1- Frame stiffness as influenced by size, shape and tube wall thickness.
2- Carbon structure stiffness optimized by the fiber selection and lay-up orientation.
3- Overall frame design and geometry.

1 Tube design ensures comfort 
All tube profiles are optimized to absorb vertical shocks 
without compromising lateral stiffness. 

S-benD
We have created unique tube structures to both allow 
and carefully control deformation of the S-Bend rear 
triangle and SDS fork. 

engineered compliance.  
A carbon tube has to work in both horizontal (power transfer) 
and vertical (comfort and compliance) planes. The goal of the 
carbon experts at SCOTT is to find the ultimate lay-up of fiber 
selection, direction, and number of layers.
 
By engineering these factors, we can control the directional 
flex and torsional properties of the tube to permit vertical 
displacement. The SDS carbon lay-up is optimized to facilitate 
damping without increasing torsion.

The ride 
The combination of unique tube design and specific 
carbon lay-up creates the ultimate shock damping system, 
SDS, reducing vibrations with no compromise to lateral 
stiffness.
    
Making a stiff frame is easy, but building one stiff, light, 
and comfortable is where the SCOTT SDS system shines. 
SDS is the ultimate technology to provide comfort without 
compromising performance. SDS is featured on CR1s and 
all carbon fiber Scale models.

STrUCTUral DISPlaCemenT 
UnDerloaD

S-benD TUbe DeformaTIon
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Cr1 elite  7.26kG | 15.99LBS 
CoMpACT

Cr1 Comp  8.21kG | 18.08LBS            20 SpeeD | CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

Cr1 Pro  7.24kG | 15.95LBS            20 SpeeD | CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

Cr1 Team  7.91kG | 17.42LBS
20 SpeeD | CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

frame CR-1 carbon, HMF-Net 
fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS system  
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS SRAM Rival, 
Ritchey Pro carbon seatpost
wHeelS Mavic ksyrium Elite, 
Continental Ultra Race Fold 
tires

frame CR-1 carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS system  
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano 105, Shimano  crankset, Ritchey Pro carbon seatpost
wHeelS Scott Pro hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra Sport tires

frame CR-1 carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS system  
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Ultegra, Ritchey Pro carbon seatpost
wHeelS Mavic ksyrium Elite, Continental Ultra Race Fold tires

frame CR-1 carbon, HMF-Net 
fiber, IMP 3 tech. SDS system  
fork HMF-Net, carbon steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano 105, 
Ritchey Pro carbon seatpost
wHeelS Mavic Aksium, 
Continental Ultra Race Fold tires
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Cr1 Team  7.91kG | 17.42LBS
20 SpeeD | CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

Photo: Daniel Geiger | Location: Davos, Flüela 87



Speedster S 10 8.72kG | 19.21LBS  
20 SpeeD | CoMpACT 

Photo: Daniel Geiger | Location: Davos, Flüela

The Speedster bikes are economical, lightweight 

and efficient. The shape optimized double-but-

ted alloy tubing and proven geometry provide 

comfort and great handling. The Speedster line 

features replaceable derailleur hangers and 

durable components to ensure long life and 

excellent value. If you just want to ride, let a 

Speedster take care of the rest.

frame Speedster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed tubes 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Ultegra, carbon seatpost
wHeelS Scott Pro hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra 
Sport tires
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Speedster S 10 8.72kG | 19.21LBS  
20 SpeeD | CoMpACT 
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Speedster S 40  9.11kG | 20.07LBS             CoMpACT | 27 SpeeD | 18 SpeeD

Speedster S 20 fb  9.12kG | 20.09LBS                30 SpeeD

Speedster S 30  9.08kG | 20.00LBS             CoMpACT | 27 SpeeD | 18 SpeeD

Speedster S 20 
8.94kG | 19.69LBS  CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

frame Speedster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed chainstays 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Tiagra / Sora, Truvativ Isoflow crankset
wHeelS Scott Comp hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra Sport tires

frame Speedster 6061 
alloy, double butted, hydro-
formed tubes 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Ul-
tegra / 105, carbon seatpost
wHeelS Scott Team hubs, 
Alex Race 28 Aero rims, 
Continental Ultra Sport tires

frame Speedster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed chainstays 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano 105 / Tiagra, Truvativ Touro crankset
wHeelS Scott Comp hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra Sport tires

frame Speedster 6061 alloy, double 
butted, hydroformed tubes 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano 105, carbon 
seatpost
wHeelS Scott Team hubs, Alex Race 
28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra Sport 
tires
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Speedster S 50 fb  9.46kG | 20.84LBS             24 SpeeD

Speedster S 50  9.38kG | 20.66LBS              24 SpeeD

Speedster S 20 
8.94kG | 19.69LBS  CoMpACT | 30 SpeeD

Photo: Daniel Geiger | Location: Davos, Sertig

frame Speedster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed chainstays 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Sora / 2300, Truvativ Isoflow crankset, Shimano SL-310 shifters
wHeelS Scott Comp hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra Sport tires

frame Speedster 6061 alloy, double butted, hydroformed chainstays 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Sora / 2300, Truvativ Isoflow crankset
wHeelS Scott Comp hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Continental Ultra Sport tires
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we own 
aero

Plasma Premium 7.8kG | 17.18LBS          20 SpeeD

Photo: Richard Baybutt | Rider: Normann Stadler

The Carbon Experts have done it again. The new 

Plasma3 incorporates SCOTT Aerodynamic Science, 

the collaborative effort of Scott Engineering and 

Normann Stadler, to transform the time trial bike of 

Team HTC-Columbia into a no compromise triathlon 

machine. We invented aero with the creation of the 

aero bar, and now we’re raising the bar on how clean 

and fast a triathlon bike can be. We design the future, 

and it‘s much faster.

frame / fork Plasma 3 carbon, HMX-Net fiber, 
IMP 5 tech. fork Plasma 3 HMX-Net 
ComPonenTS SRAM RED, RED R2C carbon shifter, Profile Prosvet  /
 T2+Cobra handlebar combo, Fizik Arione TRI 2 carbon saddle 
wHeelS ZIPP 808 / 1080 tubular, Continental Competition tires
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Plasma Premium 7.8kG | 17.18LBS          20 SpeeD

1

2

3

4

-  Aerodynamic shape combined with 

 structural performance 

-  Drag optimized profile on all tube sections 

-  All tubes meet UCI-legal 3:1 ratios

-  Fully integrated frame and stem system 

-  Toptube and stem continuity 

-  40mm rise stem 
 Stem available in 75mm or 90mm lengths, 

 Additional rise can be attained with aero   

 bar/pad spacing.

- Integrated cable routing

-  Twin Turbo oversized chainstays 

-  Integrated rear brake 

-  Integrated bottom bracket 

 

-  Adjustable Seatpost 
 adjustable seat clamp     

 allows for adjustment between    

 73-80º of seat tube angle.

1

2

3

4
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Plasma 20 8.8kG | 19.38LBS               20 SpeeD

Plasma 10 8.7kG | 19.16LBS               20 SpeeD

Photo: Marathon-Photos.com | Rider: Normann Stadler

frame / fork Plasma 2 carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 5 tech. fork Plasma 2 HMF-Net 
ComPonenTS Shimano Ultegra, Profile OZERO / T2+ Cobra handlebar combo, Fizik Arione TRI 2 saddle 
wHeelS Shimano RS10, Continental Triathlon tires 

frame / fork Plasma 2 carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 5  tech. fork Plasma 2 HMF-Net 
ComPonenTS Shimano Dura-Ace, Profile OZERO / T2+ Cobra handlebar combo, Fizik Arione TRI 2 saddle 
wHeelS Shimano RS10, Continental Triathlon tires 
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Team Commerzbank, one of the best triathlon teams in the 
World races on SRAM RED and Zipp wheels. 

FORMULA ONE 
SHIFTING
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addict Cx  7.9kG | 17.40LBS

CroSSfighter

frame Addict carbon, HMF-Net fiber, IMP 3 tech. 
fork Ritchey Pro CX carbon
ComPonenTS Shimano Ultegra, Ritchey WCS, FSA Gossamer crankset, Avid shorty brakes
wHeelS Scott Pro hubs, Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron CX Evo tires

The Addict CX is the most sought after Cyclocross bike made. It 

features a full carbon frame weighing only 980 grams, the ligh-

test on the market. The carbon models are made using our IMP3 

carbon technology, which guarantees minimal weight along 

with impact strength and lateral rigidity. The geometry of our 

Cyclocross bikes provides a balance of quickness and stability 

while still leaving the rider adequate space to shoulder the bike. 

The cable stops are placed to facilitate comfortable carrying, 

while generous tire to frame clearance lessens mud build up in 

sloppy conditions.

SCOTT engineers have now optimized the alloy framed CX 

Team and the CX Comp. These frames now have ergonomically 

shaped top tubes making them more comfortable to shoulder, a 

small but important detail. 
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Cx Comp  10kG | 22.03LBS

Cx Team  9.1kG | 20.04LBS

frame CX 6061 alloy, double butted, 
hydroformed tubes 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano 105 / Tiagra, 
FSA Gossamer crankset, Tektro CX brakes  
wHeelS Scott CO-31 / Shimano Tiagra hubs, 
Alex Race 28 Aero rims, Schwalbe Rocket Ron 
CX Performance tires

frame CX 6061 alloy, double butted, 
hydroformed tubes 
fork carbon, alloy steerer
ComPonenTS Shimano Ultegra, 
FSA Gossamer crankset, TRP brakes  
wHeelS DT Swiss R-1700 CX, 
Schwalbe Rocket Ron CX Performance tires
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2

Scott Road Team Issue

Scott MTB Premium

boa System
Boa provides custom comfort with smooth, 
even closure without pressure points. The  
Boa laces translate to superior power transfer 
through the entire pedal stroke.
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feaTUrIng ergologIC

1

2

3

There is perhaps no part of the body more important than the foot when connecting riders to their bikes. 

SCOTT has worked for years with Simon Lüthi, Ph.D. to develop a concept integrating comfort, durability, 

efficiency, and light weight. The resulting ErgoLogic is our key to fulfilling these goals and providing you 

with the perfect fit.

Power Zone outsole
axIal Zone 
Designed to allow axial rotation of the outsole to work with the upper, it reduces strain 
on both ankles and knees while pedaling. Torsion forks at the end of the power zone 
work as individual springs to disperse medial to lateral pressures.

Power Zone
This is engineered stiffness for maximum efficiency and transfer of energy from rider
to pedal. The outsoles and their different stiffness indexes are tuned to specific rider needs.

wrap fit
A second wrap  of synthetic leather is used to form a structural layer 
around the foot. The system uses both textile and synthetic leather to 
pull the outsole foundation into the sole of the rider’s foot, creating a 
supportive structure for more comfort and performance.

The accu-form upper elements utilize butted seams to eliminate multi 
layer pressure points and allow the upper to conform to the rider’s foot.

phD SiMon lüTHi: “Cycling shoes have become 
more and more rigid over the past years belie-
ving that any flexibility of the shoe results in a 
loss of cycling performance. A completely rigid 
shoe however, has its disadvantages with respect 
to foot comfort and joint loading of ankle and 
knee which may be injurious to the body. SCOTT 
believes that a shoe construction that allows 
for some axial flexibility is advantageous as it 

improves comfort and helps to reduce overuse injuries without 
compromising cycling performance for the cycling enthusiast.

First biomechanical and physiological tests performed at the 
Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich have shown that 
performance may not be affected with cycling shoes of different 
degrees and types of flexibility. A second finding of the study 
suggests that cyclists of various levels react differently to certain 
conditions. At the present time SCOTT has started a comprehen-
sive biomechanical study with the goal to determine the correct 
amount and type of flexibility to design cycling shoes that allow for 
maximum comfort and performance for different groups and levels 
of cyclists.”

ergologic Insole
The SCOTT modular footbed allows for adjustments to the rider’s individual 
needs and preferences. The footbed is designed to maximize performance and 
comfort:

meTaTarSal PaD: 
Reduces forefoot numbness and evenly distributes pressure
arCH aDJUSTmenT: 
Allows for correct foot alignment and adjusts for individual arch geometry and fit
Heel CraDle: 
Increases heel fit and properly aligns the ankle joints during cycling
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Scott mTb Team Issue
white

Scott mTb Team boa
white

Scott mTb Pro
black

Scott mTb Premium
black

Scott mTb Comp 
black

Scott mTb all-mountain
black

Scott mTb Heather
black

moUnTaIn

anthracite white

black

 - size 38-48
 - High performance race shoe with HMX carbon outsole 
 - One buckle and two Velcro straps for micro adjustment 
 - Carbon Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 9 
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 40-48
 - Race shoe for the demanding athlete
 - One buckle and two Velcro straps for micro adjustment 
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 7
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 38-48
 - A shoe for all terrain 
 - Three velcro straps
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 40-48
 - New high performance shoe with Boa lacing system 
 - Boa system and one Velcro strap for micro adjustment 
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 8
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 40-48
 - Great looking entry level shoe
 - Three velcro straps for performance fit
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 38-48
 - New water resistant shoe for cold weather
 - Insulation for warmer feet 
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 7
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 38-48
 - New light weight race 
shoe with Boa lacing 
system 

 - for quick micro adjustment and release
 - Carbon Power Zone outsole with stiffness 
index 9

 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

There’s a SCOTT mountain shoe for you, whether you are racing every weekend, exploring the 

backcountry, or just enjoying a casual Sunday ride. The mountain shoe line utilizes the same last and 

internal construction as the road series to ensure the same level of comfort and performance. The 

highly durable synthetic uppers offer excellent ventilation by way of nylon mesh panels. The Low Pro-

file construction transfers power directly to the pedals, 

and the X-Traction outsole with two component PU 

provides solid footing for walking.
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Scott road Premium
white

Scott road Team boa
black

Scott road Pro
white

Scott road Tri Carbon
white

Scott road Tri Pro
white

Scott road Comp 
black

Scott road Team Issue
white

roaD

white

 - size 38-48
 - Light weight race shoe with HMX carbon outsole and Boa lacing system 
 - for quick micro adjustment and release
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 9
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 40-48
 - Entry level race shoe for the demanding athlete 
 - One buckle and two Velcro straps for micro adjustment 
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 7
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 38-48
 - New Entry level Triathlon shoe 
 - Two Velcro strap fastening system for easy step in
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 8
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 38-48
 - High performance race shoe with HMX carbon outsole
 - One buckle and two Velcro straps for micro adjustment 
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 9
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 40-48
 - Shiny performance and race shoe with Boa lacing system 
 - Boa system and one Velcro strap for micro adjustment 
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 8
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 40-48
 - High performance triathlon shoe with HMX carbon outsole 
 - Two Velcro strap fastening system for easy step in
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 9
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 40-48
 - The perfect shoe for the beginner and amateur rider
 - Three velcro straps for performance fit
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

SCOTT road shoes have what you need. Whether you are cruising around the lake, riding a 

big alpine climb, or attacking the peloton. Incorporating our unique ErgoLogic features, the 

entire shoe line is designed with attention to both comfort and performance. The synthetic 

uppers are highly wear resistant and feature generous nylon mesh panels to help keep your 

feet cool. The Power Zone outsole provides added ventilation with the Ram Air System 

while transferring all of your power directly to the 

pedals.
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Scott boulder boa
black

black

Scott Trail 
brown

Scott boulder men
black

Scott Trail boa
black

SPorT
The sport line features versatility, and was designed to balance the needs of 

those who enjoy both biking and hiking. These shoes are constructed to provi-

de ample support for cycling while still allowing comfortable flex for walking. 

 - size 40-48
 - The classic for long rides with a Vibram outsole for best traction
 - One strap and lace fastening for comfortable fit 
 - Vibram outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - Size 40-48
 - Same shoe as the Trail but with Boa system for micro adjustment
 - Boa lacing system for comfortable fit
 - Sticki outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - Size 38-48
 - This shoe gives great grip and allows comfortable walk-
ing when off the bike

 - One strap and lace fastening for comfortable fit 
 - Sticki outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 40-48
 - Same shoe as the Boulder but with 
Boa system for micro adjustment

 - Boa lacing system for comfortable fit
 - Vibram outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 
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Scott road Pro lady
white

Scott road Comp lady
white

Scott mTb Pro lady
white

Scott mTb Comp lady
black

Scott boulder lady
black

Scott Trail lady
grey

ConTeSSa
Women deserve and demand the same comfort and 

performance as men. Incorporating the same Ergo-

Logic features as our other categories, the Contessa 

shoes provide women superior footwear function with 

a uniquely feminine fit.

 - size 36-42
 - A shoe made for women with all the road shoe features
 - Three velcro strap fastening system for performance fit
 - Nylon glass fiber reinforced for absolute stiffness
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 36-42
 - A fit developed specifically for women guarantees comfort and fun
 - Three velcro straps for performance fit
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 36-42
 - For ambitious female XC riders with a woman specific last
 - One buckle and two Velcro straps for micro adjustment 
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 7
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole

 - Size 36-42
 - This woman shoe gives great grip and allows comfortable 
walking when off the bike

 - One strap and lace fastening for comfortable fit 
 - Sticki outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 36-42
 - The classic with a Vibram outsole and a woman specific last 
for long rides 

 - One strap and lace fastening for comfortable fit 
 - Vibram outsole with stiffness index 6
 - ErgoLogic Innersole 

 - size 36-42
 - Woman specific last with lower instep for women who race
 - One buckle and two Velcro straps for micro adjustment 
 - Power Zone outsole with stiffness index 7
 - Adjustable ErgoLogic Innersole 
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190 gramS of pUre lightweight 

Scott Vanish Air

CreaSeD SUrfaCe for 
oPTImISeD aeroDynamICS

l.w. belT gUaranTeeS weIgHT 
SavIng anD ComforTable fIT

oPen ConSTrUCTIon for 
beTTer aIrflow CHannelIng

ProveD ConeHeaDTm 
TeCHnology To InCreaSe 
SafeTy anD Save weIgHT

In-molDeD brIDgeS for reInforCe-
menT anD exTra STrengTH
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TeCHnologyfIT SySTemS

ConeHeadTm 

Technology

ergologic: 
Ergologic is a concept developed by SCOTT Sports, 

and is the key to the proven anatomic and biomecha-

nical benefits inherent in all SCOTT products labeled 

Ergologic.

The new SCOTT Micro-Rotary Adjustment System 

(M-R.A.S.) allows an even more precise tuning of the 

fit system through it’s highly accurate, two sided gear 

tooth construction. Through  further development out 

of our last „V-R.A.S.“ system it allows to fit most of all 

head types worldwide. That’s ErgoLogic. 

In-mold Technology
The fusion process between the Microshell and the helmet’s 
EPS liner ensures perfomance in terms of an impact resistant, 
lightweight, well ventilated helmet. 

In-mold frame
The integrated polyamide frame molded inside the EPS liner 
provides extra strength and integrity to the helmet without 
compromising the weight.

built-In front chin straps
The webbing straps attach directly to the in-molded frame 
keeping webbing tangle-free and the external surface of the 
helmet is free of any anchor fixation for clean design and more 
aerodynamic performance.

Cam Dividers
Easy adjustable chin strap dividers for maximum comfort and 
correct positioning of the helmet.

fuga magneto visor
Patented lightweight magnetic visor fixation system for Fuga 
Magneto keeps the helmet’s surface design clean and free of 
hole while offering ten degrees of vertical adjustment. In the 
event of impact, the visor easily detaches to prevent further 
rider injury.

When it comes to perfect safety and looking good on the bike – then there is some-

thing one can never do without: a helmet. SCOTT bike helmets fit both descriptions 

when it comes to perfect safety and looking good on the bike. SCOTT bike helmets 

combine great form with superior function. Regardless of whether you are com-

muting to work, riding with friends, or racing on the weekends, our helmets protect 

you with the latest technologies, aerodynamic designs and a multitude of color op-

tions. SCOTT helmets, we have you covered.

v-r.a.S. 
The R.A.S. (Rotary Adjustment 
System) with V-shaped sides for 
vertical position fixation in two 
selectable heights.

r.a.S. 
User friendly Rotary Adjustment 
System, combining tensioning 
and positioning adjustments with 
customizable fit for maximum 
comfort. 

m-r.a.S. fit System 
Micro Rotary Adjustment System, of-
fers precise adjustment with automatic 
lock system in both directions and 
comfortable, adjustable contact pads. 

ConeHead is the developmental 
codename for a revolutionary 
new way to mold EPS foam for 
helmets. The new ConeHead™ acts 
like a crumple zone around the 
head to absorb and dissipate im-
pact forces more effectively than 
current hard foam liners. There are 
two different densities of foam as 
well as two different foams with 
their own characteristics of reco-
very from impact and inter-foam 
bond strength.

l.w. belT 
Lightweight Fit Adjustment System 
for pure racing, offers 3 selectable 
pre adjustment positions and self 
adjustable elastic comfort strap. The 
3-point fixed frame guaranties safe and 
comfortable fit.

low DenSITy ePS

HIgH DenSITy ePS wITH 
ConeHeaDTm STrUCTUre
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Scott vanishScott vanish air

white/redblack/red

white/yellow RC
white/yellow RC

whiteblack/white

raCe

SIZeS S M L 
weIgHT 220g (size M)
ConSTrUCTIon in-mold - multiple 
EPS density, micro shell ConeHead 
technology, removable visor
STanDarDS CE EN 1078:1997/A1 
venTIlaTIon 24 vents 
fIT SySTem M-R.A.S. 
Rotary Adjustment System 

SIZeS S M L 
weIgHT 190g (size M)
ConSTrUCTIon in-mold - multiple 
density EPS, micro shell ConeHead 
technology
STanDarDS CE EN 1078:1997/A1 
venTIlaTIon 24 vents 
fIT SySTem 
new light fit system

The Vanish is our latest achievement in ultra light race helmets. Drawing upon our pre-

vious technical developments together with Team Scott-Swisspower and perfect fit, this helmet provides 

superior cooling via oversized vents. The multi density in-mold construction in combination with the 

ConeHeadTM design allows to use lower density of EPS to keep the weight down without compromising the 

protection. It’s so light and comfortable that you won’t even feel like you’re wearing a helmet. 
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Scott fuga

white/yellow RC

white

black/white

black/red

white/purple

Scott karma

black/silver

white/grey mat white mat

white/greenblack mat

black/white

Scott TTS

moUnTaIn
SIZeS S M L 
weIgHT 300g (size M)
ConSTrUCTIon in-mold - EPS, micro shell, 
removable Fuga Magneto visor
STanDarDS CE EN 1078:1997/A1 
venTIlaTIon 27 vents 
fIT SySTem M-R.A.S. 
Micro Rotary Adjustment System 

SIZeS S M L 
weIgHT 290g (size M)
ConSTrUCTIon in-mold - EPS, micro shell, 
removable visor
STanDarDS CE EN 1078:1997/A1 
venTIlaTIon 20 vents 
fIT SySTem V-R.A.S. 
Rotary Adjustment System 

SIZeS one size 
weIgHT 345g (size M)
ConSTrUCTIon in-mold - EPS, micro shell
STanDarDS CE EN 1078:1997/A1 
venTIlaTIon 15 vents 
fIT SySTem R.A.S. Rotary Adjustment System 

The karma is designed to provide maximum coverage 

while maintaining low weight. With enough ventilation to 

keep you cool on the hottest climb, this mountain helmet 

also provides unbeatable protection for the downhill.
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Scott Spunto

Scott groove II

green/black

white/silver

black/silver

white/purple

metallic blue

black mat

white mat

Scott watu

black red

black/yellow

white white/purple white/red

white/blue

white/greenwhite/yellow RC

SPorT

JUnIor

SIZeS one size junior fit
weIgHT 240g
ConSTrUCTIon in-mold - EPS, 
removable visor
STanDarDS CE EN 1078:1997/A1 
venTIlaTIon 16 vents 
fIT SySTem R.A.S. 
Rotary Adjustment System 

SIZeS S M L 
weIgHT 245g (size M)
ConSTrUCTIon in-mold, removable visor 
STanDarDS CE EN 1078:1997/A1 
venTIlaTIon 20 vents 
fIT SySTem V-R.A.S. 
Rotary Adjustment System 

SIZeS one size
weIgHT 250g
ConSTrUCTIon in-mold, removable visor 
STanDarDS CE EN 1078:1997/A1 
venTIlaTIon 16 vents 
fIT SySTem R.A.S. 
Rotary Adjustment System 

The Groove II and the Watu provide excellent protection 

at a reasonable price. Whether biking for fun, or commu-

ting to work, their ventilation keeps you comfortably 

cool however you ride.

The new Spunto adapts the technology of adult 

helmets into a fun, lightweight helmet designed 

for young bikers. Specific fit and coverage pro-

vides maximum protection to keep your juniors 

safe whether on the way to school or just out 

having fun.
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Scott Spectre DH / fr

Scott voltage

white/gold
glASS FiBer SHell

white/red
CArBon

white

black

green

blue

ProgreSSIve

Photo: Viktor Strasse | Rider: Nando & Timo

SIZeS S M L XL 
ConSTrUCTIon 
DH: dual EPS liner, carbon shell
FR: dual EPS liner, glass fiber shell
STanDarDS CE EN1078:1997/A1 CPSC 
venTIlaTIon 15 vents 

SIZeS S/M L 
weIgHT 410g (size S/M)
ConSTrUCTIon 
hard-shell - EPS liner, ABS shell
STanDarDS CE EN 1078:1997/A1 CPSC 
venTIlaTIon 10 vents

The Spectre is the ultimate, no compromise Freeri-

de and downhill helmet. The hardshell is 

designed to maintain its integ-

rity upon impact, while the full 

face guard and adjustable visor provide 

that added level of protection. Couple this with 

a perfect goggle fit, and you have a helmet that 

lets you crush go new lines without the risk of 

crushing your head.
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TeCHPaCkS

Scott airstrike light  VOLUME 12+3 L

SCoTT aIrSTrIke lIgHT laDy

Scott airstrike Hydro Pro VOLUME 7.5 L

Ergonomic, light, and durable, our packs are designed for riders who rely on their equipment. Loads are carried close 

to the body and can be compressed, so as not to hinder freedom of movement while riding. The carrying systems are 

ergonomically adjustable and focus on good venting of the back panel. SCOTT packs contain practical dividers and 

compartments which facilitate effective gear storage. External attachment features provide added opportunities to 

stow gear for easy access. No matter your riding style, SCOTT offers a technical pack for you.

feaTUreS 
- Ergonomically preformed shoulder straps
- Pre shaped back panel mesh with integrated padding
- Rain cover

feaTUreS 
- One main compartment for Hydropack bladder
- 2L bladder included
- Elastic based hip belt straps
- Pre shaped back panel with mesh padding
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SaDDle bag
SCoTT grafTer Pro laDy

Scott grafter Pro  VOLUME 18 L

Scott grafter  VOLUME 12LScott airstrike Pro  VOLUME 20+4 L

Scott elephant light
volUme 0.9 L

Scott gazelle light
volUme 0.6 L

Scott Handy regular 
volUme  0.3 L

Scott Hardy light
volUme  0.3 L

Scott road rC
volUme 0.4 L

feaTUreS 
- Leg guard carrier system
- Helmet carrier system (for fullface helmets)
- Front pocket with tool compartment

feaTUreS
- Padded back panel with removable PE board
- Rain cover
- Hidden helmet carrier system
- Separated tool pocket

SCOTT offers a full line of saddle bags. New water-repellent zippers and lighter rip stop fabrics give 

provide better protection for your valuables, while reflective piping enhances nighttime visibility.
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SCoTTpreciSionoPTICS

whitout

whitout

whitout

Scott Obsess

All lenses were not created equal. SCOTT OptiView lenses are comfortable, lightweight, resistant to impact. OptiView len-
ses are European manufactured and undergo the strictest tests that demand perfection to guarantee that every OptiView 
lens is optically correct, durable and blocks 100% of harmful UV rays. OptiView Lenses can be found in all Scott sunglasses 

and are available as Polarized lenses, Light Sensitive lenses or a variety of Scott’s Custom lenses.

Scott utilizes the finest Italian glass and adheres to the most stringent manufacturing and testing practices to deliver the 
finest glass lenses on the market. All Scott glass lenses are produced exclusively for Scott frames through an intensive au-
tomated process that guarantees optically correct lenses. Scott glass sets the standard for the best optics available. Scott 

glass lenses are perfectly haze free with permanent color, shatter and scratch resistant and offer 100% UV protection. Scott Glass lenses 
are available in the Tone and Fader sunglass models in polarized brown or polarized grey

lIgHT SenSITIve: one lenS for all levelS of lIgHT
SCOTT Light Sensitive lenses employ photochromic technology and adapt automatically to sunlight 
intensity. Light Sensitive Lenses react to light changes; within seconds the lens will turn darker if the 
sunlight gets stronger or get lighter if the sunlight gets weaker.

PolarIZeD: no DaZZlIng refleCTIon for oPTICal PerfeCTIon
Scott Polarized lenses are designed to diminish dazzling reflections caused by reflected light off 
of flat surfaces such as snow and water. By separating useful light from white light, Scott polarized 
lenses cancel out all dazzling light. The result is clean lenses that deliver proper clarity and contrast 
and achieve optical perfection

Solar bloCker: HIgHeST level of ProTeCTIon agaInST InTenSe SUnlIgHT 
Scott Solar Blocker lenses are designed specifically to block high-energy visible light and are for use 
on the brightest days. Through reducing the dazzling effect of the sunlight and eliminating the blur 
caused by unfocused blue light, Solar Blocker lenses enhance clarity and contrast

Scott knows optics and we realize that vision is a key component to your success in sport. Since 1970, 

Scott has delivered the highest quality goggles to competitors and enthusiasts in both motocross and 

wintersports. SCOTT Precision Optics represent a strategic blend of superior materials and manufactur-

ing which result in the highest quality, distortion free, performance lenses available in the market today. 

Scott lens Technology

lens materials
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Sport FaShionSport

Black Metal
Grey light sensitive

White
Grey silver 
chrome lens **

Med. grey Metal
Grey silver 
chrome lens *

Red Metal
Clear silver 
chrome lens **

Black Metal
Brown lens *

Blue Metal
Grey lens **

White
Yellow lens 
light sensitive

Med. grey Metal
Yellow lens 
light sensitive Grey Metal

Grey silver 
chrome lens

Horn
Brown lens

Black
Grey lens

Burgundy
Brown lens

Tortoise
Brown lens

White
Grey silver 
chrome lens

Tortoise
Brown lens 
Polarized

White
Solar lens cat.4

Black
Grey lens 
Polarized

Scott obsess Scott fader

Scott Cord

Scott leader Scott Stage

Scott Sprint

Scott ToneScott endo

Grey Metal
Grey silver 
chrome lens

Black
Grey lens

White
Grey silver 
chrome lens

Black
Grey polarized Horn

Brown lens

Tortoise
Brown lens 
Polarized

Tortoise
Brown lens

Black
Rose 
light sensitive

Black
Grey lens

White
Grey lens

Red
Brown lens

White
Rose 
light sensitive

Black
Grey Polarized
Glass lens

Black
Grey lens 
Polarized

Grey Metal
Grey silver 
chrome lens

Horn
Brown lens

Black
Grey lens

White
Grey silver 
chrome lens

Tortoise
Brown lens

Tortoise
Brown lens 
Polarized

Grey Metal
Grey silver 
chrome lens

Horn
Brown lens

Black
Grey lens

Black
Grey lens 
Polarized

Black
Grey polarized 
Glass lens

Tortoise
Brown lens

White
Grey silver 
chrome lens

Black
Solar lens cat.4

Tortoise
Brown lens 
Polarized

Black Metal
Grey Polarized lens

Med. grey Metal
Grey lens 
light sensitive

White
Grey silver 
chrome lens

Med. grey Metal
Grey silver 
chrome lens

Black Metal
Brown lens

Black Metal
Yellow lens 
light sensitive

White
Grey lens 
light sensitive

Med. grey Metal
Grey lens 
Polarized

Black Metal
Grey Polarized lens

Black Metal
Grey lens 
light sensitive

White glossy
Grey silver 
chrome lens *

Red Metal
Brown lens

Med. grey Metal
Grey silver 
chrome lens *

Black Metal
Brown lens *

Med. grey Metal
Yellow lens 
light sensitive

White
Yellow lens 
light sensitive

Med. grey Metal
Grey lens 
Polarized

* Available with and without sparepart lenses
** only Avaible with sparepart lenses

White/yellow
Grey silver 
chrome lens

White/yellow
Grey silver 
chrome lens

 - Small to medium faces
 - Scott OptiView Lens
 - Base 7 shield
 - Scott Fusion Frame material for a flex-
ible and lightweight frame

 - EasyChange lens systtem 
 - Adjustable super soft nose piece
 - Super soft temple end pads

 - Medium to large faces
 - Scott OptiView Lens
 - Torical 8x4 lenses
 - Scott Thermal Frame material for a 
comfortable fit

 - Metal temple beam

 - Small to medium faces
 - Scott OptiView or Scott Glass Lens
 - Base 6 lenses
 - Scott Thermal Frame material for a 
comfortable fit

 - Small to medium faces
 - Scott OptiView or Scott Glass Lens
 - Base 8 lenses
 - Scott Thermal Frame material for a 
comfortable fit

 - Medium to large faces
 - Scott OptiView Lens
 - Base 8 lenses
 - Scott Fusion Frame material for a flexible 
and lightweight frame

 - Integrated carbon fiber beam
 - Adjustable super soft nose piece
 - Super soft temple end pads

 - Medium to large faces
 - Scott OptiView Lens
 - Base 8 lenses
 - Scott Fusion Frame material for a flexible 
and lightweight frame

 - EasyChange lens system
 - Adjustable super soft nose piece
 - Adjustable super soft temple ends

 - Medium to large faces
 - Scott OptiView Lens
 - Torical 8x4 lenses
 - Scott Thermal Frame material for a 
comfortable fit

 - Scott OptiView lenses
 - Base 8 lenses
 - Scott Fusion Frame material for 
flexible and lightweight frame

 - Soft nose pads
 - Structure temple pads
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For 2011 we present a complete collection of bike-

wear and gloves that features uncompromising 

functionality, unrivaled performance and designs 

inspired by fashion, but tailored for each sport. 

This focus is well reflected in  many technical and 

graphical details of our fabric choices. 

When it comes to color for 2011, bright and brash 

shades are all the rage. The collection is infectious 

with fresh shades of lime and brown, bright blue, 

powerful yellow, rich violet and cerise, a warm red-

violet shade. But black and white also continue to 

have their place as basic colors 

High-end spandex sports apparel, loose-fitting all-

mountain outfits, unconventional free-ride combi-

nations and stylish downhill apparel are impressive 

throughout the entire line.  Lightweight Windstop-

per® vests, high-end GoreTex® Paclite® jackets, rain 

gear and all-season bikewear round off the collection. 

The SCOTT glove collection offers a renewed focus 

on comfort and protection. New for 2011, the Super-

stitious glove with d3o, providing unmatched perfor-

mance. The patented d30 padding is soft and flexible 

during use, but instantly changes density upon im-

pact to absorb harmful blows and help prevent rider’s 

injury.

The 2011 bikewear and glove collection combines performance-

oriented functionality with high wearing comfort and innovative 

design — in short, there’s nothing left to be desired.

LOCkING

SHOCK LEVEL

LOCkED

LOW

INTELLIGENT MOLECULES LOCk TOGETHER ON SHOCk

FREE
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© 2009 W. L. Gore & Associates GmbH. WINDSTOPPER®, GORE® and designs are trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates 

windstopper.com

Maximum breathability. 
As seen by your skin.

From your skin’s point of view, bike wear featuring the WINDSTOPPERTM membrane is a 

unique experience. Billions of micropores offer maximum breathability and reliably protect 

against wind and weather. Your favourite garment for cycling! 

JACKET WINDSTOPPER® SCOTT LIMITED

Manufactured with WINDSTOPPER® fabrics 
and developed according to SCOTT’s 
ERGOLOGIC product strategy, guaranteeing 
custom fi t and perfect support for highest 
performances. 
Available in men‘s and women‘s version. 

N106869WIN_SM08.indd   1 07.07.2010   10:46:40 Uhr
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Glove Scott Endurance

Shoecover Scott LTD

Socks Scott Short Tech

Saddle Bag Scott 
Gazelle light

Scott Leader

Scott Sprint

Shirt Scott LTD l/sl

Armwarmers Scott LTD

Shoe Scott Road Team Boa

The RC Limited line emphasizes the concept of form follows function where clothing adapts to the rider‘s body in his or her riding position. A smart 
choice of materials and well-designed details like fabric fasteners, silicon grippers and fluorescent Energlo strips for optimal safety distinguish this line.    
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Shirt W‘s Scott LTD l/sl
Socks Scott 
Short Tech

Saddle Bag Scott Road

Glove Scott 
Contessa Essential

Jacket W‘s Windstopper Scott LTD

Shorts W‘s Scott LTD
Scott Leader

Scott Endo

Glove Scott Contessa Pro SF

Adapted to the riding position and female anatomy, the LTD Collection was developed according the ErgoLogic product strategy. Well thought-out 
material selection, integrated functional fabric and subtle features — like silicon grippers for maximum hold — and an efficient ventilation system show 
off our love of detail in this line.  A special look for 2011 is the bibshorts for women. With an integrated sports bra and smart ventilation system, the 
bibshorts will be a highlight of the 2011 line.



Vest Scott RC Pro

Glove Scott XC
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Shoe Scott Road Team IssueShoe Scott MTB Team Issue

Shorts Scott RC Pro ls/fit

Bibshorts Scott RC Pro

Glove Scott RC ConceptSF
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Saddle Bag Scott Road RC

Scott Leader

Scott Sprint

This line delivers what the name promises. The RC Line gets high marks with cool colors, racing-inspired design and an efficient ventilation system.  The 
collection contains both high-end spandex and great, loose-fitting shorts as well as a full body suit and all-season tights.



Shirt W‘s Scott RC l/sl

Helmet Scott 
Fuga Contessa

Shorts W‘s Scott RC ls/fit

Glove W‘s Scott Contessa Pro LF
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Shirt W‘s Scott RC w/o sl
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Scott Leader

Scott Sprint

Saddle Bag Scott Gazelle light
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Maximum functionality packed into trendy and racing-inspired designs. When it comes to color, the RC Women’s Line has blended powerful orange and 
lavender shades with bright white and powerful black. Wind-resistant vests as well as an all-season top and all-season tights round off the RC line. 
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Glove Scot Ridance Scott Sprint

BackPack Scott Airstrike Light

Shoe Scott MTB Pro
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Socks Scott Logo

Scott Obsess

Helmet Scott Karma Shorts Scott Helium ls/fit

Powerful colors and reduced designs define the image of the 2011 Helium Collection. Whether for road or mountain biking — the line includes all kind of 
apparel starting with classic shorts and shirts to Windstopper® jackets, vests and even Paclite® jackets and loose fitting shorts. Smart features like hidden 
zippers, reflectors or waist adjustment round off this line. 



Scott Sprint

Scott Endo

Glove W‘s Scott 
Contessa Pro LF

Socks Scott Short Tech

Shorts W‘s Scott Shadow ls/fit

Shoe Scott MTB Pro Lady
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Glove Scott Contessa Essential
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Shirt W‘s Scott Shadow l/sl

Shorts W‘s Scott Shadow

Helmet Scott Fuga

Shoe Scott Road Pro Lady

Saddle Bag 
Scott Road

SCOTT‘s Shadow Line comes with innovative, technical solutions and distinctly feminine designs. Special materials are used for additional accents. 
Heat-embossing gives the functional material fine structures and a charming look. The line also includes Windstopper® vests and jackets and a Gore-Tex® 
Paclite® jacket in soft lavender.



Shirt Scott Authentic l/sl

Bibshorts Scott Authentic

Helmet Scott Watu

Scott SprintScott Sprint

Scott Endo

Shoe Scott MTB Comp

Glove Scott Aspect
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Shoe Scott Road Comp
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SCOTT’s RC-inspired collection pays homage to color. To the classic colors white, red and black, an eye-popping lime was added.   Lightweight materials, 
individual ventilation options, silicon grippers, sports padding and a compelling array of combination options define the Authentic Bikewear line. 



Glove Scott Ridance

Goggle Recoil Scott

Back Prot. Scott CRX Bike DH

Shorts Scott DH Racing w/o pad Glove Scott Ridance

Shirt Scott DH Racing l/sl
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SCOTT‘s Motocross-inspired downhill combos leave nothing to be desired. Additional padding in the shoulders and knees as well as robust, heavy-duty 
fabric offer protection on any kind of descent.



Helmet Scott Groove II
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Glove Scott Superstitious d3o

BackPack Scott Compact

Shorts Scott Mind ls/fit

Glove Scott Ridance

Scott Sprint

Scott Obsess

Shirt Scott Mind s/sl

Shoe Scott MTB Pro
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Mind, the name of our all-mountain line, is stylish and uncompromisingly functional. Bright colors like racer blue and lime are eye-catchers. Innovative 
solutions for pockets and ventilation, trendy cuts, cool prints and MP3 player cable guides are distinguishing features.  



BackPack Scott Compact Lady

Helmet Scott Groove II Contessa

Shorts W‘s Scott Sumita ls/fit

Shoe Scott Boulder Lady

Scott Obsess

Scott Endo

Socks W‘s Scott AM Tech

Shirt W‘s Scott Sumita l/sl

Hoody Windbreaker W‘s Scott Full Volume
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Soft shades of purple and brown define the look of the women‘s All-Mountain line Sumita. With fashionable, loose fit cuts, 3D prints inspired by the 
fashion world and many noticeable technical details, this line is impressive on the trails while conveying your relaxed outlook on life. 



Helmet Scott Watu

Glove Scott Aspect

Socks Scott Logo

Scott Leader

Shirt Scott Graphique Path s/sl

Saddle Bag Scott Elephant

Shirt Scott Path TOP l/sl
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Multifunctional — that is the only word to describe the Path line.  As a successful combination of functionality, outstanding comfort in an appealing and 
varied design, the collection is captivating due to smart details like the Zip-Off system for loose fit pants or even chain protection integrated into the 
pants‘ leg. The line has been completed with a rain jacket and pants for the all-weather biker.



BackPack Scott Airstrike light

Shorts W‘s Scott Sky

Scott Endo

Scott Obsess

Glove Scott Contessa Pro LF

Shoe Scott Trail Lady

Shorts W‘s Scott Sky ls/fit

Shirt Top W‘s Scott Sky s/sl
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The 2011 Sky line presents fashionable cuts, unique prints, love of graphic details, high functionality and wearing comfort — that look great even worn 
inside. Whether for touring or mountain biking, the Sky bikewear collection is impressive across the board.
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Shirt Button W‘s Scott Full Volume

Helmet Scott Voltage

Socks Scott Roarban

Hoody Windbreaker 
Scott Roarban

Back Prot. Scott CRX Bike AM

Shorts Scott Roarban w/o pad

Hoody W‘s Scott Full Volume

Shirt Button Scott Roarban s/sl

Shorts W‘s Scott Full Volume
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The unconventional freeride collection for fashion-conscious boys and girls highlights and combines function and lifestyle in a unique way. Prints in 
shades of lime and lavender are immediate eye-catchers. These totally trendy patterns range in shape and size throughout the entire Freeride line — 
from windbreakers to shirts and hoodies and shorts.
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Scott Shorts Logo W‘s Scott Shirt Logo

Shoe Scott Road Tri Pro
Fastsuit W‘s Scott Plasma w/pad

Luminous colors define the triathlon and running apparel.  The seamless shoulder area in the TRI line prevents chafing and promotes maximum arm 
movement.  Silicon grippers round off the pants leg and guarantee hold. Innovative, technical features like lateral ventilation systems and small pockets 
can also be found in the running wear. 
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